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The Southeast Asia Program was organized at Cornell University 
in the Department of Far Eastern Studies (now the Department of 
Asian Studies) in 1950. It is a teaching and research program of 
interdisciplinary studies in the humanities, social sciences, and 
some natural sciences. It deals with Southeast Asia as a region, and 
with the individual countries of the area.: Burma., Cambodia, 
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The activities of the Program are carried on both at Cornell and 
in Southeast Asia. They include an undergarduate and graduate curricu­
lum at Cornell which provides instruction by specialis_ts in Southeast 
Asian cultural history and present-day affairs, and offers- intensive 
training in each of the major languages of the area. The Program 
sponsors group research projects on Thailand, on Indonesia, on the 
Philippines, and on the area's C _hinese minorities. At th� same time,
individual staff and students of the Program 1:iave done field research 
in every Southeast Asian country. 
A list of publications relating to Southeast Asia which may be 
obtained on prepaid order directly from the Program office is given 
at the end of this volume. Infonnation on the Program staff, fellow­
ships, requirements for degrees, and current course offerings will 
be found in an Announcement of the Department of Asian Studies, 
obtainable from the Director, Southeast Asia Program, Franklin Hall, 
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. 
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FOREWORD 
Until a few years ago publications in French and English con­
cerned with post-war Vietnam were very limited. It was particularly
difficult to secure material issuing from the North Vietnamese 
regime. Recently, however, a considerable amount of new material 
has been published, and the acquisition of publications from North 
Vietnam, primarily via Hong Kong, has become much easier. The 
relatively sudden availability of such a substantial amount of 
significant publications opens up new andl·expanded research opportuni­
ties and creates an urgent need for bibliographical guidance. To 
meet this need, as well as to assist the Cornell University Library 
in discovering gaps in its holdings on Vietnam--to the end that 
insofar as possible they may be closed--this bibliography has been 
prepared. 
The editor, Jane Godfrey Keyes, has devoted much of her graduate 
work to a study of political developments in North Vietnam. The 
Cornell Southeast Asia :Program is pleased that she was willing to 
compile and annotate this bibliography. Although Mrs. Keyes wishes 
to have it made clear that this should be regarded as a provisional.
and far-from-complete beginning, I feel sure that students and 
scholars interested in modern Vietnam will find it useful and will 
be grateful to her for having made it available. 
George McT. Kahin 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 
September, 1962 
PREFACE 
This bibliography is designed to cover works in English and 
French on the Communist movement in Vietnam from 1945-1960, indexed 
according to subject category. It contains material on the Demo­
cratic Republic of Vietnam during its first phase of power in 1945-
1946, on the war period of 1946-1954, and on current developments 
in North Vietnam since the time of the Geneva Conference. 
Owing to lack of time there are certain significant omissions 
which the author hopes to rectify some day in a revised edition of 
this bibliography. Firstly, while books, theses and material of 
the Joint Publications Research Service have been annotated, no 
articles have been, while in addition a few books or JPRS micro­
cards were temporarily unobtainable and hence have received no 
annotation. Secondly, no cross-referencing has been attempted. 
·The reader is therefore strongly advised to check all categories 
which seem relevant to their topic, and in particular to search um.er 
the "General" heading, which lists overall works giving a wide gen­
eral coverage of topics. 
Where items are available in the Cornell University Library,
their numbers are listed in the margin of each page. Those books 
owned by Cornell but not yet catalogued are indicated by the follow­
ing citation:- 11CUL - n.y.c." All JPRS material listed is available 
on microfilm in the CUL, but does not have any overall designation 
given in the margin. 
Jane Godfrey Keyes 
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BIBLI'0GRAPHIES· 
Wason Bezagier, L. "Liste des travaux relatifs au Viet­
DS531 Nam publits par L'Ecole Fran2,aise do1 Extr�me-Orient,on 
F81 France-Asie-' 13 (1958), 535-5.58. 
JX Chatterji, B. R. "Recent advances in Southeast Asian 
1 studies: Modern Indochina, rr International 
1618 .Studies, 1 (1959-60), 315-319. 
Wason Embree, John G. , and Dotson, Lillian 0. Bibliography
ZJ00l of the Peoples and Cultures of Mainland South-
E53 east Asia. 1950, 833 pp. 
Includes two sections on Vietnam, one entitled 
"Vietnam and the Vietna.mesen , the other "Vietnam 
.tribal and ethnic minori.ty groups. n Primarily
devoted to ethnology, literature and language, and 
almost exhaustive on these particular topics. 
Wason Fall, Bernard B. nRecent publications on Indo­
DS501 chinatt, Pacific Affairs, XXLX (March 1956),
Pll 57-64. -----
Wason Hobbs, Cecil C.,  et al. (comps. ) Indochina, a 
23221+ Bibliography of the Land and People. Washington,
u58J Library of Congress Reference Dept., 1950, xii,
367 pp.
A comprehensive bibliography of works on Indo­
china in Western languages and in Vietnamese, 
divided according to subject. Although many- works 
cited were published prior to 1945, a number of 
1945 works are also listed, including several put 
out by the Ho Chi Minh regime during the immediate 
post-war years. 
Wason The Journal of Asian Studies. Nov. 1941--Ann Arbor,
DS501 Michigan, Association for Asian Studies. (Vols.
F2l.i+ 1-15 known as The Far Eastern Quarterly.)
Annual bibliographic issues include valuable 
references to material on Viet N�. 
Wason McVey, Ruth. Bibliography of Soviet Publications on 
23001 Southeast Asia as listed i.n the Library of Congress 
M17+ Monthly Index of Russian Acquisitions. Ithaca, 
1 
2 
New York, Southeast Asia Program, Dept. of Far 
Eastern Studies, Cornell University, 1959, v,
109 pp. (Data paper no. 34.)
Contains sections on Indochina and on Vietnam •. 
Lists Russian works on this area which are available 
in English and French translations. 
Wason Michigan State University of Agriculture and Applied 
Z·J226 Science, East Lansing, Vietnam Project. What to 
M62+ Read on Vietnam· a selected annotated bibliogra h .  
New York, Institute o Paci ic Relations, 19 9, 
67 pp. 
Useful listing of articles and official 
documents on North and South Vietnam from 1954-58. 
Also includes reference to materials published 
in Vietnam itself in Western languages and in 
Vietnamese. Relates primarily to South Vietnam. 
Wason - · What to Re�d on Vietnam; a selected - .........Z3226 - 2d ed. , with a supplement annotated bibliography.
M62+ covering the period Nov. 1958 to Oct. 1959. New 
York, Institute of Pacific Relations, 1960, 73 pp.
Same as previous work, brought up to October 
1959. 
Wason Sorich, Richard (ed.). Contemporary China; a 
ZJ108 bibliography of reports on China published by the 
A5571+ United States Joint Publications Research Service. 
Prepared for the Joint Committee on Contemporary 
China of the'.American Council of Learned Societies 
and the Social Science Research Council, New York, 
1961, 99 pp.
Contains limited amount of material on North 
Vietnamoo 
BIOGRAPHIES 
ttBiographical information on National Assembly 
Candidates, North Vietnam,ltt JPRS 3944, Sept. 19, 
1960. MC entry 1960 : 17305, 20 pp.
Brief biographies of National Assembly­
candidates from the Vietnam Socialist Party, and 
on representatives from Hanoi. The first gro�p 
includes biographies of the Secretary-General and 
Deputy Secretary�General of the Viet Nam Socialist 
Party; the second of Le Duan, Secretary-General of 
the Lao Dong Party; Truong Chinh, Deputy Premier 
of the VDR and its major theoretician; Pham Hung, 
also a Deputy Premier; Hoang Quoc Viet, President 
of the:,Vietnam General Confederation of Labor; 
Nghiem Xuan Yem, Secretary-General of the Vietnam 
Democratic Party and Minister of Agriculture and 
Forestry; and of leaders of the Catholic and 
Buddhist communities of North Vietnam. 
Wason ttBiographie de Ho Chi Minh de la naissance � la 
DS501+ revolution de 1945, Sud-Est, July 1949. 
S94 
u 
/
"Etude sur L'Union Indoehinoise••, Chronique de 
Politique Etrang�re, 9 (July 1956), 470-505. 
Includes a biography of Ho Chi Minh. 
Wason Das, S .  R. Mohano Ho Chi Minh: Nationalist or
DS550 Soviet Agent? Bombay, Democratic Research 
D22 Service, 19 50 , 13 pp.
A former Communist documents Ho Chi Minh's 
early training in the USSR and sets out to 
establish the Communist orientation of the Ho 
Chi Minh regime. 
Durdin, Peggyo "The shadowy leader of the Viet 
Minh," N. Y. Times Magazine, 9 May 195h. 
"Eulogy on Ho Chi Minh," JPRS 5083, July 22, 1960. 
MC entry 1960: 14434, 48 pp.
Three articles by North Vietnamese writers 
reealling past meetings with Ho Chi Minh and 
giving glimpses of his personalityo One article 
includes an account of Ho's activities in Siam 
in 1929. 
3 
4 
Wason 
DS557 
A7H55 
1960 
"Eulogy on Ho Chi Minh on his 70th birthdarn, JPRS 
5282, Aug. 25, 1960. MC entry 1960: 17422, 28 pp.
Three articles on Ho's life, the first by
Vu Anh, Minister of Industry, recalling his conriec­
tions with Ho Chi Minh between 1940-45.; the 
second by a revolutionary who operated as a Viet 
Minh agent in Kunming during the same period and 
sheltered Ho at one stage of his life; the third 
by the Chainnan of the Catholic Liaison Committee 
recounting a visit made by Ho to the University 
of Hanoi at the end of 1956. 
Fischer, Ruth. "Ho Chi Minh: Disciplined Communist0,
Foreign Affaj.rs, JJ no. 1 (October 1954).  
A Heroi� Peoplel Memoirs from the R�volution. Hanoi,
FLPH, 1966, 2 2 pp.
Memoirs of several leaders of the present-day 
. Lao Dong Party, giving details of thei� years in 
the underground movement. Ve-ry useful for those 
seeking biographical information on the early 
years of today's leaders of North Vietnam. 
-
Ho van 'f�o. Le efaterieux Ho Chi Mitµl. Paris,.
1953 •l
Ingber, David. "Ho-Chi-Minh", Contemporary Review 
(London), 178 (Augu$t 1950) , 75-77. 
Lacouture, Jean. Cin9 Hommes e� la France. Paris;
Editions du seuil (1961), 370 pp., bibliographical
footnotes. 
Biographies of five Nationalist leaders of 
former French dependencies, including one of Ho 
Chi Minh. 
"Land of compulsory- joy", Time. (November 22, 1954)l. 
A characterization of Ho-Chi-Minh and the 
factors which made him become a Communist. 
"Newspaper articles on Ho Chi Minh, North Vie:tn�", 
JPRS 6339, Nov. 30, 1960. MC entry 1961: 1095,
72 pp.
Two articles on Ho, the first produced by the 
Party Historical Research Committee, the second 
by Vo Nguyen Giap, Commander-i�-Chief of the 
.Anned For·ces. The first article gives a detailed 
outline of Hol1 s life and activities from his 
youth up to the present time; the second describes 
5 
JX 
1901 
Giap's first meetings with Ho at the beginning of 
World War II and the activities of the revolu­
tionary movement in Vietnam and South China 
during the 1940-45 period. 
CUL Nguyen Xuan Tramo From Mainland Hell to Island 
n. y. c. Hell o Hanoi, FLPH, 1961. 
President Ho Chi Minh. Hanoi, FLPH, 1960, 121 pp.
illus. 
Two articles giving brief biographies of Ho 
Chi Minh, one by Pham Van Dong, the second by 
the Committee for the Study of the History of 
the Viet Nam Workers' Party. Includes quotations 
from Ho's speeches and writings. 
R42+ 
Shaplen, Roberto ttThe enigma of Ho Chi Minh", The 
Reporter .. (January 27, 1955), 11-19. 
Article following Ho's career from his youth 
through his rise to power in North Vietnam. 
Wason Spencer, Raymond Law. The Rise of Ho Chi Minh: 
Film the bio rah of the Comintern•s chief agent in 
294 Southeast Asia; his life from 1 92-19 . Washing­
ton, D. C. , 1958. Microfilm copy (positive) of 
typescript made in 1961, by Photoduplication 
Service, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C. 
Collation of the original, as determined from the 
film: iii, 143 1. Thesis (M.A. )--George Washing­
ton University. 
A comprehensive and detailed biography of 
Ho Chi Minh's life up to 1946. 
To Hoai. "President Ho, father of the Vietnamese 
revolutionary army", JPRS 5770, Oct. 5, 1960. 
MC entry 1960: 18857, 54 pp.
Memoirs of the 1930 1 s and World v-Jar II 
period, and of Ho Chi Minh's activities during 
this period. 
Ton Due Thango "President Ho Chi Minh and his 
policy of unity, North Vietnam", JPRS 3994,
Sept. 26, 1960. MC entry 1960: 17343, 3 pp.
· Ho's stress on the building up of Front 
organizations throughout the history of the 
Communist Party in North Vietnam. 
___
6 
Wason Tran-dan-Tien. Glimpses of the Life of Ho Chi Minh, 
DS557 President of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. 
A5T74 Hanoi, FLPH, 1956, 63 pp. , illus. 
Biography of Ho Chi Minh. Light in treatmEnt, 
but containing interesting anecdotes on Ho's life. 
Vietnam Information Service, Paris. Le Pr6sident 
Ho-chi-Minh. Paris, 1947, 20 pp., illus. 
A brief account of Ho's life containing valu­
able biographical data. 
Viet-Nam New Service, Bangkok. Ho�Chi-Minh, The 
"Father" of his People. Bangkok, 1947, 43 pp.
{Al.so an edition published in Calcutta in 1948.)
Laudatory biography of Ho put out by an agency
of the Ho Chi Minh government. 
. Fifty-eighth birth anniversary of Ho _
Chi Minh: Presidentl Viet Nam Democratic 
z.Republic, 19 May 194�. Rangoon, 1948. 
Vo Nguyen Giap, Hoang Quoc Viet, Nguyen Luong Bang, 
Le Van Luong and Pham Hun�. Souvenirs From 
Militants. H�noi, FLPH, 1961. 
Ypsilon. "Ho-Chi�nh I s happy life", Plain Talk 
(April 1950) . 
CULTURE 
1. general 
Freedom of Conscience in the Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam: selection of official documents from 
1945 to 1955. Hanoi, FL.PH, 1955. 
Wason Huard, Pierre and Durand, Maurice. Connaissance du 
DS557 Viet-Nam. Paris, Imprimerie Nationale, 1954,
A5H87 iii, 356 pp., illus. , maps. 
A sociological study of Vietnamese traditional 
life and customs. Too detailed and specialized 
for the general reader, but an excellent reference 
book. 
HX Huu, T. nproblemes du travail culturel-au Viet 
5 Nam", Nouvelle r.evue internationale (Sept. 1960),
N93 100-110. 
Nguyen Bao. HHistory and Functions of Cultu.ral­
Historical-Geographical Research Commission in 
North Vietnam", JPRS (D) 733, Dec. 16, 1958. 
MC entry 1959: 12813, 4 pp.
Descriptions of the establishment of the 
commission in 1953, its current activities,
publications, major works in preparation and 
translations of works from other Communist 
countries. 
2. the intellectuals, 
N4 Chaffard, Georgesoo "Le gouvernement nord-
M73+ vietnamien doit affronter � son tour le mecontente­
ment populaire•t, Le Monde, 5 (Dec. 1956). 
"Communists 'reform' artists and writers in North 
Vietnamott, News from Vietnam, (December 22, 1958),
pp. 6-10. 
Wason Hoa-Mai (Ed. ). The UNhan vanu Affair (Saigon,
DS557 1958), 174 pp.
A6H67 Excerpts from the paper Nhan Van through 
7 
8 
which the intellectual community voiced its opposi­
tion to the government at the end of 1956. 
Wason Hoang Van Chi (Ed. and Tr. ) .  The New Class in North 
DS557 Vietnam. Saigon, Cong Dan,l· 1956, xi:, 165 pp.,· 
A7H67 illus. 
Collection of articles which appeared at the end 
of 1956 and through 1957 in various newspapers 
and journals indicting the ijo Chi·lMinh government 
on a number of sc�res, including their failures 
over the land reform campaign. Included are 
selections from Nhan Van, organ of intellectual 
dissent through which the "Hundred Flowerstt 
campaign of North Vietnam was voi·ced. 
H. �ney], P. J. ' R�volt of the intellectuals in North 
Vietnam", World Today, xiii (June 1957) , 250-260. 
A thoughtful and sensitive analysis of the 
caus·es, events and results of· the "revolt of the 
intellectuals" in the fall of 1956. 
DK Honey, P. J. "Ho Chi Minh and the intellectuals: 
1 bitter.lrice in Viet Minh", Soviet Survey ( April/ 
S71 June 1959),l.19-24. · 
Wason Nguyen dang Thuc. "An intellectual views the 1 Nhan 
DSl Van' affairtt, Asian Culture,l1 (1958), no. 2,
A74 54-73l. 
Wason Nhu Phong. "Intellectuals, writers and artists", 
DS701 The China Quarterly, 9 (January-March 1962) , 47-69. 
C5Qll Traces the changing attitudes of the Viet­
namese intellectuals during the course of the 
1946-54 war. Goes on to cover the growiµg discon­
tent among the intellectual community which 
culminated in the "Hundred Flowers" movement in 
1956, the reassertion of Party control and intro­
duction of mass campaigns to "reform" the in­
tellectuals, and the current accent on training
intellectuals of worker/peasant origin and removing 
those with a "capitalist" past. Nhu Pong, who 
left North Vietnam in 1955, is editor of the 
Saigon newspaper Tu Do and secretary of the Vietnam 
P.E.N. club. 
Pfutzner, R. "The plight of intellectuals in North 
Viet Nam", News from Viet Nam, 4 (December 8, 
1958), 14-17. 
9 
Wason "Vers la de'stalinisation au Nord Viet-Nam", 
DS501 .Pacific (Paris) 5 (Oct./Dec. 1956), 19-23. 
Pl07 
2.1. literary affairs, literature and folklore. 
Wason Alley, Rewi. Bufftlo Boys of Viet-Nam. Hanoi,
DS557 FLPH, 1956, 208 pp. , illus. 
A5A73 This book is designed to show the harsh 
treatment meted out to the Vietnamese by the 
French prior to the Communist assumption of 
power. Written by a pro-Communist New Zealand 
author who stayed on in Hanoi after the Geneva 
partition. 
Wason Brand, Mona. Daughters of Vietnam. Hanoi, FLPH, 
Ml824 1958, 183 pp., illuso 
v6c73 Stories and poems based on the experiences 
1958 of North Vietnamese who fought against the French. 
Written by a pro-Communist Australian writer who 
visited North Vietnam with her husband Len Fox 
in 1956 and who stayed in the DRV for two years. 
Wason Come to the fieldsl buffalo; Vietnamese folksongs. 
m.824 Hanoi, FLPH, 8195, 93 pp.
V6C73 
1958 
Wason Diamond, Dick. The Walls are Down. Illustrated by 
PR6007 Tran Manh Tuyen; cover design by Len Fox. Hanoi,
IllW2 FLPH, 1958, 191 pp. , illus. 
. Short novel describing the life of a peasant 
family during the 1946-54 war against the French. 
Designed to suggest that life under the French 
was very harsh. 
Fifteen Years of Vietnamese Poetry. Hanoi, FLPH,
1961. 
Fifteen Years of Vietnamese Prose. Hanoi, FLPH,
1961. 
Ho Chi Minh. French Colonialism on Trial. (Edited
by Milton I. Sacks.) Yale Translation Series 
#6, 1961. ·,
English translation of Le proc�s de la 
colonisation Fran!aise, an anti-colonial diatribe written by Ho (th n known as Nguyen Ai Quoc) in 
the mid- 1 20 1 s. Interesting solely as the first 
main piece o.f writing by Ho. 
10 
Wason 
pL4378.5
H68 
1960 
Wason 
DS557 
A7H691 
1960 
(n.y.c.) 
Wason 
MJ.824 
V6H98 
Wason 
PL4J85 
K49 
Ho Chi Minh. Journal de 12riaon; 
1
o�mes. Hanoi,
Editions au langues �trang�reso 1960), 91 pp.
Poems written by Ho Chi Minh during his term 
of imprisonment by the Chinese Nationalist govern­
ment in South China from 1942�44. (Translated
from Chinese characters .. ) 
.. Selected Works, Vol. I. Hanoi, FLPH,
-1-9""""6_0 _
Collecti·on of· articles written by Ho between 
1922 and 1926, during his years in France, Russia 
and South China. Includes a translation of his 
Le Proces de la Colonisation Fransaise. 
(Also an edition in CUL in French/wason 
DS557/A7oH691/1960.)  
• Selected Works, Vol. II. Hanoi, FLPH, 
-1-9-61-, 172 pp• 
. Contains speech made by Ho at the Tours 
Congress of 1920 when he threw in his lot with the 
3rd International; a translation of Le Proces de 
la Colonisation Fran)aise; Ho's appeal on the 
founding of the ICP in 1930; excerpt from his re­
port to. the·oConunuhi�t. 1 Internatic::>nal 'in July 1939 . 
.on the I CP 1 s· line during the period of the 
Democratic-Front (1936-1939); a letter to the 
Central Committee of ·the ICP following the found­
ing of the Viet_ Minh Front in 1941; and his app·eaJ. . for general insurrection in 1945. 
' 
• Selected Works, Vol. III. Hanoi, FLPH,
-1�9o
--
61-,-445 pp • 
Collection of Ho's speeches and writings 
issued between 1945 and 1954, including the 
Political Report read at the February 1951 Congress 
at which the Lao Dong Party was formed, and the 
Report to the National Assembly of December 1953 
at which the Agrarian Reform Law was passed. 
Huu Ngoc (Ed .. ). Chansons populaires Vietnamiennes, 
choisies et traduites par Huu Ngoc et Alice Kahn. 
Hanoi, Editions en Jangues etrangeres, 1958, 
90 pp. 
Popular songsoo 
Kim-Lan. His Village; Three Vietn�ese Short 
Stories .. Hanoi, FLPH, 1957, 49 pp.
Stories of the war period designed to show 
the hardships caused by the di vision between North 
and South Vietnam with an implicit demand for re­
unification of the two zones. 
11  
Minh Tam. "Selection of literary works for text­
books in North Vietnarntt, JPRS 6384, December 9,
1960. MC entry 1961: 2251, 2 pp.
Not, as one might have hoped, a listing of 
the books to be studied by North Vietnamese 
students, but a complaint by a young writer 
about the curriculum of an evening literary course 
he attended. While this suggests a certain dis­
like for the official choice of subject matter, 
it does not appear to be indicative of a wider 
movement, i.e. of a resurgence of the "Hundred 
Flowers" campaign, and hence is of limited 
interest. 
Wason Nam-Caoo Tchi Pheo et autres nouvelles. Traduction 
PL4389 de Le Van Lap et Georges Boudarel; introduction 
Nl7T2 de Nguyen dinh Thi; illus. de Ta Luu. Hanoi,
1960 Editions en langues �trangeres, 1960, 243 pp.
illus. 
Collection of stories, most of which deal 
with heroic popular exploits during the early 
years of the war against the French. Nam Cao 
served with a Viet Minh unit during the early 
years of the war, was sent by the Party to the 
Northern zone where he published the Cuu Quoc 
newspaper, took part in the late . 1950 campaign
along the Chinese border, and then left for the 
French-occupied delta zone, where he was 
captured ando- shot in 1951. 
Wason Ngo Tat Too When the Light is Out. Hanoi, FLPH, 
pL4389 1960, 171 ppo (Also edition in French in CUL.) 
N47T2 Novel of the allegedly harsh conditions of .
1960 life under French rule. Ngo Tat To, trained 
under the old Confucian pattern, has written 
several other novels, such as Village Affairs, 
as well as having translated Russian works for 
the Party� 
Nguyen-cung-Giuo Le fils de la baleine. Paris,
A. Fayard, 1956, 22 pp., illus. 
Wason Nguyen dinh Thi. Vietnamese Literature; a Sketch. 
PL4380 Hanoi, FLPH, 1956, 24 pp. "Article published by 
N.52 Soviet Literature in its issue no. 9 of September 
19.56 1955.n (Also edition in French, not in CUL. ) 
Brief historical survey of Vietnamese litera­
ture with a section on the 1945-54 period, giving 
names and brief biographies of main writers in 
the DRV-occupied zone. 
095+ 
1957 
12 
PG Nguyen dinh Thi. "The literature of Viet-Nam", Soviet 
2900 Literature, 9 (1955), 143-151. 
S72+ See previous item. 
Wason Nguyen Ngoc. -Noup, L'hero des montagnes. Traduction 
pL4389 de Dao Trong et Ga Boudarel. Hanoi, F,ditions en 
N59D2 langues 6trangeres, 1959, 285 pp.
1955 Novel describing the exploits of a young boy 
fighting in the high _central plateau·region dur­
ing the Indochinese war. Won first prize of the 
DRV Association of Artists and Writers in 1954-55 . 
Wason • The Vill e That Wouldn't Die· a Stor 
DS557 -o-rl
--
vl
--
i-etnam' s Resistancel· ar. Hanoi, FLPH, 19 ,
A7N57 212 pp. 
1958 Another priz,e-winning novel of the 1946-54 
warls et in the high central plateau region and 
written by one who himself fought against the 
French in this area. 
Wason The One-eyed Elephant and the Elephant-genie: 
DS550 selected short stories of the Vietnamese Resistance 
058 War. Hanoi, FLPH, 1959,l- i4S PP•· 
Short; stories designed to show·the hard�hips 
suffered by the Vietnamese at the hands of the 
French during the 1946-54 war. 
Wason L'ouvrie:r Vietnamien,a travers ses poemes•
. 
Hanoi,
PI.4386 . Editions Lao Dong,l· 1957, '100 pp.
Collection of poems by North Vietnamese 
workers. 
Pham Huy Thong (Tr. ) .  Poems of To Huu. Hanoi,
FLPH, 1961(?). 
Phan Nan .. "Analysis of the novel Brick Court­
�", JPRS 3 921, Sept. 17, 1960. MC entry · 
Uoo: 1729le 
Wason Les premiers jours de notre combat; recits de lal· 
DS557 rEfsistanc� Vietnamienne. Hanoi, Editions en 
A7P92 Langues Etrang�res, 1958, 269 .pp.
Collection of short stories on the war period,
together with very brief biographies of the various 
writers of the stories. 
CUL Return to Dien Bien Phu and Other Stories. Hanoi, 
n.y. C. FLPH, 1961. 
13 
N53+ 
Wason To Hoai. Stories of the North West. Hanoi, FLPH, 
PL4389 19570 127 PPo 
762 TaJ.es of various ethnic minority groups. 
1957 
Wason To Huu Poems (trans . by Aileen Palmer) • Hanoi,
PL43 89 FLPH, 
o 
1959, 24 pp. 
T64 Collection of poems written between 1947 
1959 and 1954 by the leading writer of the Communist 
regime in North Vietnam, who took a prominent
part in the "Hundred Flowers11 campaign at the end 
of 1956. 
H Van Dinh. tt:[j_terature and art in embattled Viet-Nam 
1 (letter from Viet-Nam)", New Times,l50 (December 
1951), 25-26. 
2. 2 educational developments 
Wason Buu-Loc, Prince. "Speech at the University of 
DS50l Hanoi", Asia, 4 (J-qne 1954), 67-72. 
A8 
' Education and cultural progress in North Vietnam 
(articles)' , JPRS 1053, Dec. 2, 1959. MC entry 
1960: 830, 32 pp.
Survey of educational advances in North 
Vietnam since the Geneva Conferencelo Includes 
section on educational developments in the 
minority areas. 
Ho Dae Di o "University branch is developing 
quickly and strongly, North Vietnam", JPRS 8047, 
·April 6, 1961. Mc entry 1961: 13019. 
Luong Van Tik. "Let's put an end to illiteracyn, 
World Student News, 12 (Dec e 1955), 17. 
Education in North Vietnam. 
The.Struggle Illiterac in Viet Naro. 
Hanoi, FLPH, 19 9, pp o , illus. Also 
version in French: Lutte contre L'analphabetisme 
au Viet Nam) e 
Description of government campaigns against 
illiteracy since 1945, with figures on general
educational developments since that date. 
14 
Wason 
ns701 
C.5Qll 
Nguyen Van Huyen. Sixteen Years' Development of 
National Education in the Democratic Republic of 
Viet Nam. Hanoi, FIPH, 1961, 48 pp. 
Speech by Nguyen Van Heyen, Minister of Educa­
tion of the DRV, at a Students I In·ternational 
Seminar held in Hanoi in August 1961 on the 
achievements in the development of education in the 
DRV since 1945. Figures on defeating illiteracy, 
numbers of students at different school levels,
etc. 
Preparatory Committee. "Establishment of State 
Science Commission in Vietnam", JPRS (DC) 643, 
Dec. 1958. MC entry 1959: 10209, 14 pp.
On the_ establishment of a State Science Com­
mission to help meet the needs of the forthcoming 
Three Year Plan (1958-60) and to unify control 
over scierttific developments, placing them under 
state control. 
ttReport on activities of State Science Commission 
during 1959, North Vietnam", JPRS 5193, Aug. 3 ,  
1960. MC entry: 1960: 15765, 5 3  pp.
Report on the first year o:r activities of the, 
State Science Commission, delivered by the Vice­
Chairman of the Commission at a meeting of 250 
scientists and technicians of North Vietnam in 
February 1959. Indicates way in which :the work 
of the Commission is geared to the needs of the 
State Economic Plans. Breakdown on the organiza­
tion of the component institutes and research 
committees ¥ithin the Commission, together with 
mention of the journal put out by it . 
'Ibngas, Gerard. "Indoctrination replaces education", 
The China Quarterly, 9 (January-March, 1962) , 70-81. 
Tongas, a French historian who chose to stq 
on in North Vietnam after 19.54 as professor of 
French at the Lyc6e Chu Van-An in Hanoi, and who 
finally returned to France in 1960, recounts his 
first-hand experiences of the teaching process in 
the DRV, including the special treatment accorded 
young cadres and the children of cadres. Also in­
cludes observations on the University of Hanoi, 
and on the overall lack of teaching equipment in 
North Vietnamese schools and unilversities� 
tt Translations on North Vietnam non-economic data-­
scientific organizations", JPRS (NY) 1859, Aug.
20, 1959. MC entry 19.59: iL.887, 20 pp.
Collection of articles on the spread of 
scientific information in North Vietnam through 
15 
the establishment of institutes, committees, a 
central science library, etci. 
Vietnam News Service, Rangooni. Educational. Problems 
in Viet-Nam, by Nguyen Khanh Toan. Rangoon,
1950. 

DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL ACCOUNTS 
Alley, Rewi. Spring in Vietnam; a diary of a journey. 
Raven Press Co.,  1956 (n. p.) 
Wason Badalo-Dulong, Claude. Asie Jaune, Asie Rouge. 
DS506 . 2  Paris, Flammarion Editeur, 1958, 201 pp . ,  illus. 
B13 A descrip�ion of the authoress' visit to 
various countries of Southeast Asia in 1957 . In­
cludes one chapter on North Vietnam. Written in 
a journalistic style, the book is of limited 
value to scholars wishing to make a study of 
North Vietnam, but is interesting as a travelogue, 
and for its description of Mikoyan's visit to 
North Vietnam in 1957 and of life in Hanoi follow­
ing the admission of fai:lures in the land reform 
movement in November 1956. 
-Blume, Isabelle. De . . la .fl"ontiire du Laos � la 
rivi�re Ben Hai.. 1961 . 
Wason Burchett, Wilfred. Nqrth of the 17th Parallelo. 
DS557 Delhi People •s  Publishing House Ltd. , 1956. 
A7B94 Burchett, an Australian pro-Communist 
journalist now residing in Hanoi, visited the 
jungle resistance base of Ho Chi Minh and his 
followers in North Vietnam in 1954, shortly be­.
foreothe battle of Dien Bien Phu. While this 
account of his stay is heavily biassed, it is 
extremely useful 
• 
as one of the few first-hand 
impressions we have of the DRVo1 s jungle war base,
and contains biographical and other information 
unavailable elsewhere. 
H ' Through Korea and Vietnam, a correspon­o
"""" 1 -a....e-n. t-•-s notes", New Times, XII 22· (May- 195.4), 27-31. 
N53+ 
Wason Chezal, Guy de . Parachut� en IndoChine; � trav·ers 
D8ll L'Indochine en feu. Paris, Editions des Deux 
C5J Sir�nes, (1947), 279 p. (11Cette sacre veri ten) 
A personal account written irt conversational 
style by a French soldier of his experiences in 
Indochina from Jan.-Sept. 1945, with a certain 
amount of material on the activities of the Viet 
Minh at the time that they were preparing to 
seize power. 
17 
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Wason Courtade, P ierre. La rivi�re noire; roman. Paris,
PQ2605 Editeurs fran�ais r�unis, 1953, 204 pp. 
Wr itten By a member of the French Communist 
Party, this gives a description of the 1952 
campaign which took place in Thai territory. 
AI' Durdin, Peggy. ttUncle Ho ' s  disciplined joy11 , New 
2 Yorker, 31 (December 17, 1955), 140-147. 
N569+ Description of the authoress' visit to North 
Vietnam since Geneva. 
Figueres, Le'o. Je reviens du Viet-Nam libre: notes 
de voyage. Paris, 1950. 
Report of a visit by a French Communist j our­
nalist to the DRV-controlled zone in 1950 • 
H ----. "Viet-Nam impressions (travel notes)", 
1 New Times, 34 (August 1950), 20-24. 
N53+ 
Wason Fox, Len. Friendly Vietnam. Hanoi, FLPH, 1958, 
DS557 169 pp. , illus. 
A7F79 Impressionistic sketches of living conditions 
in North Vietnam by an Australian Communist 
writer who went to North Vietnam in 1956. Includes 
a limited amount of material on the Catholic church 
and on the treatment of minority peoples amidst 
translations of Vietnamese poems and legends. 
JX "From an Indochinese notebookn , In Defence of Peace, 
1902 44 (January 1955), 83-87 . 
H81 
Wason Goeldhieu.x, Claude. Quinze mois risonnlier chez les 
DS550 Viets: choses vues. Paris, Ren Julliard, 19 3,
G59 245 pp., illus. , maps. 
Claude Goeldhieux, a parachutist in the French 
Expeditionary Corps, was captured and held by the 
Viet Minh from October 1950 to January 1952. 
Primarily an account of the physical hardships he 
underwent. This also includes brief comments on 
the political indoctrination of prisoners by the 
Viet Minh. 
AP Isaacs, Harold R. 0 Indochina: the fight for free­
2 domn , New Republic (February 3, 1947). 
N558++ Discusses the author ' s  trip to the DRV zone 
in 1946, and his visit with Ho Chi Minh. 
19 
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N574 
H Jensen, Fritzle "In the heart of Vietnamtt , New 
Times, X II 24 (June 19.54) , 23-26 0  
Lamberta, Wernerl.· nA trip through Vietnam", World 
Youth, · 2  (Feb. 1957) ,  12, 13 , 24. 
Mignot, Elie o nr have just returned from Vietnamn ,
JPRSl·l6423, Deco 16, 1960. MC entry 1961: 4440. 
··Article by a member of the French Communist 
Party who attended the Third Congress of the Lao 
Dong Party in September 1960. Echoes the official 
1JR.V line on the land reform campaign and on the 
development of industry in North Vietnam o Includes 
a description of a visit to the Nam Dinh textile 
factory. 
N55 
Newman, Bernard o . Report on Indo-China .  New York, 
Frederick A�  Praeger, 1954, 245 pp . ,  illus. , 
index. (Books That Matter)
A British journalist gives a superficial 
account of a visit to Vietnam in 19.53l. 
Wason Ngo-Van-Chieuol Jo�nal d ' un combattant viet-Minh, .
DS550 (Traduit par Jaequesl·lnespuech)o Paris, Editions 
N.565 du Seuil, ·1955, 230 pp.
1955 Personal recollections of one who witnessed 
the DRV's rise to power in 1945, and who later be­
came an officer in· the Vietnam People ·rls Army. 
Useful insights into DRV propaganda methods and 
the ways in which the Viet Minh extended i.ts in­
fluence among the local populationlo 
Nguyen Duy Thanh. My Four Years with the Viet Minh. 
Bomb�; Democratic Research Service, 1950 0  
Nguyen Duy Thanh was a member of the Ho Chi 
Minh administration from 1945-1948, when he was 
appointed Minister for Industrial Productionl. In 
1949 he fled from North Vietnam and joined the 
Bao Dai regime o Now strongly anti-Communist, he 
paints a portrait of the harshness of life under 
Communist rule in the areas controlled by the 
Viet Minh during the period of the creation of 
the DRV. 
Wason Nguyen Tien Lango Les chemins de la revolte ( T. I. 
oSerie Les Vi�tnamiens) .l Paris, Amiot-Dumont, 
1953, 191 pp. 
The author, a former provincial head in the 
occupied by the French during �he 1946-54 
V66 
v . l  zone 
__o
20 
R43 9 
war, and who was captured by the Viet Minh, re­
counts the story of his life and of the relations 
between the central government and the area con­
trolled by the DRV during this period. 
JX Oldroyd, Max. "Vietnam today", In Defence of Peace, 
1902 65 (October 1956), 11-18. 
H81 
AP P agniez, Yvonneo. 1'Dans la province du Haut-Mekong 
20 a Nam Tha", Etudes, 289 (May 19.56 ) ,  212-225 . 
E85 
Wason . Fran9.ai.s d ' Indochine. Paris, Flammarion, 
DS525 _1_9_5_3-,-234 pp. , illus., maps.
Pl3 Impressions of a pro-French Swiss journalist 
who travelled throughout Indochina during 19.53 • 
Wason . Na.issance 4 1 une nation; choses vues au 
- 1954, , La Palatine, Gen�ve-Paris,am.ne_t_-·-1-vDS5.50 
Pl3 255 pp . ,  illus. 
Descriptiono.oof the methods employed by the 
French to gain Vi�tnamese support for their 
cause. /in, int�resting comparison with methods 
similar,ly used by· the Viet Minh, e.g. in regard 
to propaganda techniques, education of the children, 
claims of widescale social and economic reforms put
out to g�n popular support, etc. 
AP . ttSur les plateaux do1 Indochine; guerre
20 _p__c_h-ole>gique", 1,sy Revue des deux mondes ( Jan. 
1954), 13.5-142 . 
Wason _o _ . Le Viet Minh et la guerre psychologique. 
DS557 Paris, La Colombe, Editions du Vieux Colombes, 
V5Pl3 1955, 101 pp. ,  illus. 
Methods of mass mobilization employed by the 
Viet Minh, together with a chapter on agrarian
reform. Brief biographical notes on top members 
of the Lao Dong Party, and figures on the increase 
in Party membership since 1945 . 
Pasguier, Emile. "Eleven days in Vietnam", World 
Trade Union Movement, 6 (June 1955) , 21-23. 
CUL Salmon, Lorraine o Pig follows Do�; Two Years in 
n.y.oc. Vietnamo. Hanoi, FLPH> 1960, 20 pp. , illus. 
Written by the wife of Malcolm Salmon (see
next item)o, this book presents a series of light 
sketches of the day�to-day life of a pro-Communist 
Australian woman living in Hanoi from 1958-1960. 
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N267++ 
Salmon, MaJ.colmo Focus on Indo-China" Hanoi,
FtPHs 1961j 280 PP o 
A highly biassed and sketchily wri tt.en 
account of the history of Vietnam, Laos and 
Cambodia by an Australian journalist who was a 
Southeast Asia correspondent for ·the Austra.lia.'ll.
Communist newspaper Tr:i.bun,e, and who was based 1in 
Hanoi from 1958�19605e 
Starobin, Joseph� ewitness in Indochina" New 
York, Cameron and Kahn, 19�l , 1 ?  PP o , illus o 
'Written by an .American ex-Communist and 
former foreign editor of the Daily Worker, this 
gives the author 8 s impressions of the Viet Minh 
jungle resistance base in 1953 0 Useful as a 
first-hand account, and contai.n1ng a considerable 
amount of information on the ,administr,g,tion of 
the Gommunist=controlled territory during this 
period "  Includes descriptions of interviews with 
Ho Chi Minh and several other top members of the 
Lao Dong Partyo 
_,, " t
a1n the forests of free Vietnam u, World 
__Tr__ ( July 1953) jade_Union Movement,;1 14 29=,34o 
nr "Ti.sited free Vietr1a.'Ti:", New Times, .,..., -n--
o 
(January 1953 ) :J· 2-3 · 19~25. 
o Vietnam Fights for Freedom; The Record 
__of_a_..-visit to the Li'berated Ar�ea.s of Viet9-Nam in · 
March 1953 o Londor1, Lawr'ence and Wishart ;1 1953, 
62 PP , ,,,
First=r1a.nd reports on the Viet Minh jungle 
resistance base :in 1953 " Includes glimpses of Ho 
Chi Miru11,) of General Giap u s  headquartersl:; and of 
other men ·who today form the leaders of the Lao 
Dong Party, together with brief descriptions of 
the "schoolsn held for the intellect)u;Jl.ls in the 
resistance base throughout t.,he war periodJ and of 
the factories b·uilt up in the jtmgle turning out 
primitive forms of armamen.ts to speed the war 
ef'fortlo 
StrongJ Anna Louiseo "Exclusive � an interview with 
Ho Chi Min.'t].tll ,  The National Guardian (May 229 1961� 
7 o  
Description of an interview held with Ho Chi 
Minh in Hanoi in 1961 in which Anna Lou:ise Strong 
asks about agricultural cooperativization and 
whether North Vietnam will develop a commune systemo 
Ho1 s answers show his customary skill at evading
sub,jects he does not care to speak on o 
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ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CONDITIONS 
Clermont, Andrt. "L 1 lconomie Viet-Minh", Indochine­
Sud . -Est Asiatiquei: (June 1953)  . 
Despuech, Jacques. Le trafic de piastres .  Paris,
Editions des Deux Rives, 1953, 168 pp . ,  photo­
copied docs . 
Study of certain economic and financial 
aspects of Indo-chinese war, with one section 
(31 p . )  on the financial structure of the DRV 
during this period. 
ttFactory in the forest", World Youth, 2 (February 
1952), 16-17. 
On armsi.manufacturing in the jungles of Viet 
Minh controlled territory during the 1946-54 war. 
Mus, Paul. ttThe role of the village in Vietnamese 
politics", Pacific Af'faiz;s XX (September 22, 
1949), 265-272. 
Pham-van-Dongi. Achievements of the Vietnamese 
Peoplei' s  War of Resistance; excerpt from a report 
Assembly of the De,nocratic Re;eubli_c of Vietnam. 
Hanoi, FLPH, 1955, 48 pp . 
Written at the end of 1953, this phamphlet is  
both an exhortation to the supporters of Ho Chi 
Minh to keep up their struggle against the French 
and at the s arne time an outline of certain of the 
economic and educational benefits whiich the 
Communist Party claimed to have provided the 
people within the areas under its control during 
the war yearsio 
Wason Thompson, Virginia McLean. Labor Problems in South­
HD8666 east Asiao Published under the auspices of the 
T47 Secretariat, Institute of Pacific Relationsi. New 
Haven, Yale University Press, 1947, XVIII, 283 pp. 
1955 
by Vice-Premier Phrun-van-Dong at the National 
23 
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Wason Vu Do Thin. Evolution �conomique du Viet-Nami. Vol. I,
Monnaie et salairesi. Paris, Librarie d6n?ral de 
Droit et de Jurisprudence, R. Pichon and R .  Durand­
Auzias, 1954, 170 pp. 
Historical survey of financial trends since 
1878, with very brief section on monetary policies 
in the DRV from 1945-47, and from 1947-52. 
2 .  post-1954 
2 . 1  general 
Avsenev, M. M. nDemocratic Republic of Viet Nam, 
economy and foreign trade", JPRS 7437, January 8, 
1961, 194 p. MC entry 1961 : 4698i. 
Complete translation of a book by Avsenev 
published in Leningrad in 1960. Pages 1-29 give
overall geographical and historical survey up to 
1945; pp. 30-42 a survey of agricultural and in­
dustrial developments in the Communist-controlled 
zone of Vietnam from 1945-54; pp . 42 on--the state 
of the economy and foreign trade relations of the 
DRV since 1954i. 
Bushuyev, G . ,  and Yuri1 yev, K .  "Outstanding event 
in history of Vietnamese people, North Vietnam rt , 
JPRS 4531, April 12, 1961. MC entry 1961 : 7684,
6 pp. 
Brief review of the overall political and 
economic achievements claimed by the Lao Dong 
Party at the Third Party Congress in September 
1960. 
Dang Thi .  nstatistical work in North Vietnam",
JPRS 2418, March 28, 1960. MC entry 1960: 7103,
4 pp.  
Summary translation of a report by Dang Thi, 
Deputy Director of the Central Statistical Bureau 
of the State Planning Commission on the overall 
work and major surveys conducted by the Central 
Statistical Bureau established in 1956, e . g .  on 
agricultural production (1957-58), private 
management in industry in the large cities (1958)
or fluctuations in market prices (1957 ) .  
''Democratic Republic of Vietnam", JPRS 4925, August 
28, 1961. MC entry 1961: 17411, 58 pp . ,  tables. 
Extracts from a book bearing the above title 
put out by the Institute of the Peoples of 
25 
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Asia,· Academy of Sciences, Mo scow, in 1960 . In­
cluded are sections on industry, Soviet-bloc aid to 
the DRV, the renn:i.lf'ieation of North and South 
Vietnam, and on DRV foreign policy and trade with 
both Communist and non-Communist countries. Well 
documented, with useful tables and figureslo 
Bibliographical notes also give references to 
Vietnamese and Russian oo urce materials used. 
"Development of economy in North Vietnam•t , JPRS 
3961, September 22, 1960 0 MC entry 1960 : 17315, 
5 pp. 
Two articles urging increases in production 
but lowering of costslo 
Donnell, J .  C o  "National renovation campaigns in 
Vietriam11 , Pacific Affairs, 32 (1959) .  
"Economic achievements of North Vietnam", Interna­
tional Life, 10_: (October 1956) , 121. 
"Economic information on North Vietnamtt , JPRS 
·10891, Nov. 6; 1961 o · MC entry 1962 : 1355, 
152 pp o , tables o 
Translation of eight articles which appeared 
in Nghien Cuu Kinh Te (Economic Research), Hanoi, 
number 3, in June 19610 Topics cover such subjects 
as boosting production in the machine manufacturing 
industry, new developments in handicraft production, 
water utilization, bank credits allotted under the 
Three-Year Plan period; foreign trade activities 
from 1958-1960, and increasing the food supplies 
in the poor and over-populated province of Nghe An. 
"Economic reports on North Vietnam from eastern 
European periodicals'', JPRS (DC) 608, March 20, 
1959 o MC entry 1959 � 6371 o 
Economic Restoration and Cultural Develo ment in the 
emocra ic Republic o Vietnam 19 - 7 .  Hanoi,
FLPH, 1956, 47 pp.
". Description of the economic difficulties facing 
North Vietnam in the years immediately after the 
Geneva Conference and the measures taken to re­
habilitate the - economyo Includes brief section on 
land reformlo. 
E:f'imov, P o  "The Vietnam Democratic Republic on the 
way to building a new lifett , International Life, 8 
(Aug. 1955 ) ,  45-47 0 
26 
Five Years of Economic and Cultural Edification 
(1955-1959)� Hanoi, FLPH, 1961. 
Wason Hoan, Bu�. "Vietnam; economic consequences of the 
HF41+ Geneva Peace tt, · Far Eastern Economic Review, 25 . 
F22 Q)ecember 11, 1956). 
H Karpov, V. and Cheshkov, M. "Peaceful days of a 
1 free people", New Times,imI 7 (February 1955), 
N53+ 18-20i. 
Reconstruction. 
Wason Kaye, William. "A bowl of rice divided; the 
DS701 economy of North Vietnamn, The China Quarterly; 9 
C5Qll (January-March 1962), 82-93 . 
A review of economic developments in North 
Vietnam since the time of Geneva, with a brief 
section on the land reform c�aign, an outline 
on the aims and targets of the Three-Year Plan 
and the role of foreign aid together with some 
extremely useful tables giving figures on 
agricultural and industrial production, govern- · 
ment expenditures, Soviet bloc aid, percentages 
of household� in agricultur� producersi' coopera­
tives, etci. Mr .  Kaye is a specjaJist in Asian 
and Communist agrarian problemsi. 
HX Limbourg, Michel. "La situation au Vietnam", 
5 Cahiers du commu,nisme,i32 (October 1956),  1013-27 . 
C13 
Wason • L 1 economie actuelle du Viet Nam 
HC443 _D_€J_m_o_c-ratique. Hanoi, Editions en langues
V5L73 €trang�res, 1956, 136 pp.,  illus . ,  tables, maps . 
Description of economic conditions in the 
DRV in the first two years after the Geneva 
Conference, with material on the land reform 
campaign, state commerce and economic rehabilita­
tion. Useful material on a poorly-covered phasei. 
AP Mende, Tibor.  "Les deux Viet Nam, laboratoires de 
20 L 'Asie", Esprit (June 1957 ) ,  924-950 . 
'E77 
Nguyen Dui Tin. 11Peace came to Vietnam", World 
Trade Union Movement,i15 (November 1954) ,  21-23i. 
Reconstruction in North Vietnam. 
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Ngpyen D.uy Trinh. "Government report on Three-Year 
Plan of North Vietnam, 1958-60i11 , JPR S (DC) 632i. 
MC entry 1959: 6390, 58 pp . 
· Official report by the Chairman of the State 
Planning Commission on the goals and tasks of' the 
Three-Year Plan for 1958-1960 . 
Nguyen Duy Trinh and Le Tam. "O utline of the Five­
Year Plan for agriculture and industry, North 
Vietnam1' ,  JPR S 7431, January 26, 1961i. MC entry 
1961: 4694i. . . . . . 
Excerpt from a report by Nguyen Duy Trinh,
Chairman of the State Planning Commission, pre­
sented at the Third National Congress of the Lao 
. ,Dong Pai,by. in September 1960 on the goals of the 
Five-Year Plan for 1961-1965, together w.i.th an 
article on the benefits that fulfillment of the 
plan would bring the DRV in its aim of producing 
a fully socialist form of economy .  
DK Nguyen Long Bang. nrn the family of Socialist 
1 countries", Soviet Union, 10 (October 1956) ,  2 .  
S715++ Economic conditionsi. 
H Nguyen Van Bongi. "How Vietnam lives", New Times, 
1 XV 8 . (February 1957),  26-27i. 
Economic conditionsi. 
Wason Nguyen Van Dam . Le Viet-Nam en marche. Hanoi, 
DS557 Editions en langues �trang�res, 1955, 212 pp . ,  
A?N51 illus.,  map. 
' 
Pham-van-Dong . "Problemes fondamentaux du plan 
d • �tat pour 19561f, Etudes economiques (Paris),  
97/98 (1956), 43-53i. 
• "Progress ·,report on state plan for 
_f_i_r_s_t-·half of 1960", JP:R S 5514, September 8,
1960 . MC entry 1960 : 17561, 50 pp . 
Outlines in chronological order the 
political events which took place in North 
Vietnam in the first half of 1960, including 
the repatriation of 8, 000 Vietnamese from 
Thailand and the taking of the March 1960 
censusio Material also on the consolidation of 
lower-level cooperatives through ideological 
meansi., 
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Pham-van-Dong. Realisations et taches immediates; 
ra ort resent€ ar le Vice-President Pham Van 
Dong devant la me session de L 1Assemblle 
Nationale. Hanoi, March 1955, Editions en langues 
etrang�res, 1955, 86 pp • 
.• 
----• "Report of Premier Pham Van Dong at 8th 
session of National. Assembly, Democratic Republic 
of Vietnam", JPRS (DC) 2 94, April 1958. MC entiy 
1958 : 16n, 7 1  pp. 
Official government report on rehabilitation 
of the economy and new tasks facing the DRV in 
its forthcoming phase or transition to a 
Socialist fonn of economy. Also includes 
sections on national reunification, and on the 
current foreign policy approach of the DRV . 
-..-----• "Report of Prime Minister Pham Van Dong 
. to 9th ordinary session of National Assembly",
JPRS (DC) 552-D., February 2 0, 1959. MC entry
1959: 4953, 17 pp.
Report on the tasks facing the people of 
North Vietnam during the "new phase" of transi­
tion to Social.ism i.e. the establishment of 
agricultural and handicraft cooperatives, and the 
takeover of private industry and trade by the 
state. Overall official report on general tasks 
and aims of the DRV . 
• "Progress report on state plan for first 
__h_a_Jf'_of 196011 , JPRS 5514, September 8, 1960. 
MC entry 1960: 17561. 
lhe Problems Facing the Democratic Republic of Viet 
Nam in 1961• Econo , culture national reunifica­
tion, foreign relations. Hanoi, FLPH 19 l?l, 
5 9  pp. (Also version in French.) 
Excerpts from official reports by Nguyen Duy 
Trinh, head of the State Planning Committee, and 
Premier Pham Van Dong on the achievements of the 
Three-Year Plan (1958-60) , the tasks of the 1961 
State Plan, and on the current situation regard­
ing the reunification of South Vietnam with the 
North. 
"Problems of the Viet Minh", '!he Economist (October 
29, 1955). 11 
N53+ 
AP 
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2 9  
nselected newspaper articles on 1959 state plan in 
North Vietnamu _, JPRS (NY) 1646 June 2, 1959. MC 
entry 1959: 13o64, 2 0  pp.
'Tasks and aims of the 1959 Plan in all 
fields of economic and social life o 
"Selected newspaper translations on North Vietnam's 
__ 1960 plans", JPRS 6073, October 10, 1960. MC 
entry 1960: 17681, 46  pp. 
Collection of articles on agriculture, con­
struction, transport and general economic plans 
for 1960, and on Hanoi's plans for the year. 
"Selected translations on the econonzy- of North Viet­
. Namn , JPRS 5013, July 12, 1960. MC entry 1960: 
14375, 55 pp. 
Number of articles on agriculture, handi­
crafts and industry and their tasks in fulfilling 
the 1960 State Plano Also on financial management 
in industry and on developments in transport 
and communication. 
H Sergeeva, N .  "In liberated Vietnam; beginning of 
l a new life", New Times, XIII 2 7  (July 1955) , 
21-28. 
-On economic reconstruction • 
H . nm liberated Vietnam; yesterdczy-, today __
1 _an_d t-omorrown, New Times, XItI 28 . (July 1955) , 
N53+ 19-26. 
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• -"Features of a new life", Soviet Woman, 
,-(September 1955) , 31-32 . 
Economic conditionsl. 
-x-I-9-_
AP Stuchen, Philiplo npartitioned Indochina; economic 
5 consequences of the Vietnam truce", Queen's 
Q3 Quarterly, 64 (Autumn 1957), 405-420. 
Wason Shabad, Theodore o ttEeonomic developments in North 
DS50l Vietnam", Pacific Affairs,lXXXI_, (March 1958), 
Pll 36-53. 
Drawing princ ipally on Soviet sources 
the author presents a detailed description of the 
economic rehabilitation of North Vietnam between 
July 1954 and 1958. 
"Success of i.959 plan and struggle to achieve 1960 
plan and three-year plan, North Vietnam", JPRS 
5692. Translation of booklet entitled On basis 
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of success of 1959 plan
? 
let us exert our strength
to struggle for overful illment of 1960 State 
lan for industr and three- ear lan, released 
by Su '.Ihat · Truth Publishing House, Hanoi, 1960. 
MC entry 1960: 18831, 98 pp.
On the achievements of the 1959 plan and tasks 
of the Three-Year Plan (1958-60) .  
Ton That Tien. uEconomic planning in independent 
Vietnam", India Quarterly, XIl (July-September 1956), 
298-308. 
Comparison of economic planning in North 
and South, especially useful with reference to the 
North 
---- • "Some non-economic factors in the economic 
development of underdeveloped com1tries", Malayan
Economic Review, 5. 1 (April 1960),  66-73. 
"Translations on North Vietnam, economic data", 
. JPRS (DC) 934, September 22, 1959. MC entry 1959: 
16530. 
Vandenbosch, An.ry. "Chinese thrust in Southeast 
Asia", Current History, 37 (December 1959) , 
333-3l38. 
Van Loe.l· "State-private jointly operated commercial. 
enterprises, North Vietnam0 , JPRS 5893, November 
2, 1960. MC entry 1961: 2177, 7 pp. 
On the establishment of joint state-private 
enterprises in North Vietnam from mid-1958 on. 
Vietnam (Democratic Republic) National. Assembly. 
The Three-Year Plan to Develop and Transform 
Economy and to Develop Culture (1958-1960). 
Documents of the Ninth Session of the National 
Assembl of the Democratic Re ublic of Viet Nam. 
Hanoi, FLPH, 19 9, 13 pp. Also edition in 
French in CUL--Wason HC443/V5A35/1958. )  
Official documents on the Three-Year Plan for 
1958-1960, including the officiall_lgovernment
report of Pham Van Dong, and the report of Nguyen
0
Duy Trinh, President of the State Planning 
Committee. 
Vu .Anh. "Three-year industrial plan is important 
step in industrial socialization of North Viet­
nam", JPRS (DC) 595, March 17, 1959. MC entry 
1959: 6361, 3 pp.
Report by Vu Anh, Vice-Minister of Industry, 
on current progress of the Three-Year Plan. 
31 
Vu Quoc Tuano ''1958 state plan of North Vietnam 
is basic to its 1958-60 Three-Year Plantt ,
JPRS (DC) 599, -�March 17, _ 1959� . MC entry 
1959:5. _6365, 6 PP o 
On the achievement of the 1958 Plan. 
2 . 2  agriculture 
"Agrarian reform and the development of agricul.ture 
in the ·iDemocratic Republic of Vietnam'', Inter­
national Life, 4, (April 1956 ) ,  126-127 . 
"Agricultural production in North Vietnam d�ing 
last 15 ye�� llRS 8980, September 29, 1961. 
MC entry 1961: 19625, 51 pp . 
Overall survey put out by the Ministry of 
·Agriculture and Forestry. The first part dis­
cusses North Vietnam ' s  agriculture and forestry 
during the French period, the second the ad­
vances made during the 1945-54 period. The 
third · and ·longest· · section gives a very useful 
and detailed. analysis of agricultural production 
since 1954, with figures and statistical 
breakdowno 
nAgricultural reforms and cooperativization in 
North Vietnam and North Korea (articles by 
V o  A o  Zelentsov and N .  P o  Semenova ) " ,  JP RS 
(DC) 894, Septembe� 3, 1959. MC entry 1959 : 
14830 . 
Historical outline of agricultural de­
velopments in North Vietnam from the time of 
French rule to the beginning of agricultural 
cooperatives in 1958  . Facts and figures on the 
carrying out of · ·the land reform program and on 
the establishment of mutual aid teams and 
coopsi. 
".Agriculture, forestry, and fishing in North Viet­
nam (November 1957 )" ,  JP RS ( NY) 751, September
29, 1958 � MC .entry.. 1958: 16212 , 16 pp . 
Summaries, abstracts and excerpts from November 
1957 issues of ijorth Vietnam n�wspapers. 
Assorted reports, mainly local, on variety 
of agricultural topics. Of modest valuei. 
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"Agriculture, forestry, and fishing in North Viet­
nam (December 1957 )" ,  JPRS (NY) 752, September 30, 
1958i. MC entry 1958 : 16213, 20 pp.
Similar assorted brief reports on agricul­
tural plans, drought and irrigation, local pro­
duction reports, cooperatives and work exchange 
teams, current market prices, etc. Second section 
gives forestry reports.  Despite title, none on 
fishingi. 
Asian People ' s  .Anti-Communist League, Vietnam. The 
Quynh Luu Uprisings (n. p . ,  1957?) ,  71 pp. 
Bui Huy Dap. "Technical reform under winter-spring 
production plan in Vietnam", JPRS (DC) 566-D,
February 27 , 195 9 .  MC entry 195 9 :  5005, 3 pp • 
Standard type of article exhorting populace 
to pay attention to bettering their technological 
measures and to increasing crop yields. 
"Collectivization of agriculture in Vietnamese 
Democratic Republictt , JPRS 4398 , February 14, 
1961. MC entry 1961: 7617, 6 pp.
Unsigned article which appeared in Partelet, 
Budapest in October 1960. Historical review o.f' 
agrarian reforms and of the development of co­
operatives in areas of North Vietnam controlled 
by Communists since 1945, as seen by one o.f' the 
"paternal" countriesi. Tables given on agricultural
production.  
Crozier, Brian. "Communist Vietnam' s  dilemmas" ,  The 
Listener, 57 (February 28 ,  1957 ) ,  333-334 . 
Based on Mr. Crozier 1 s own experience, in­
cluding an interview with Ho Chi Minh, the article 
covers the repercussions of the land reform 
troubles in North Vietnam at the end of 1956i. 
"Developments in agricultural cooperatives and 
party discipline in North Vietnam (articles)" ,  
JPRS 6351, December 3., 1960. MC entry 1961: 
1101, 31 pp . 
Four articles calling for the strengthening 
of Party leadership of the agricultural producersi• 
cooperative movement and the raising of the 
political consciousness of members of the 
cooperatives. 
-�--
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"Development of.lagricultural co-operatives in 
North Vietnamn:, JPRS (DC)  1083, December 21, 
1959. MC entry 1960� 1910, 6 pp.
Four articles on growth of the cooperatives 
in mountainous regions, together with informa­
tion on cooperativeslv admission procedures, plus 
discussion on the question of attitudes to be 
adopted towards the middle peasantry. 
Wason Fall, Bernard Bo 11 Crisis in North Vietnam1t , Fa.r 
Eastern Survey, 26 (January 1957) , 12-15. 
11Food production, food distribution and physical 
fitness, North Vietnam", JPRS 8243, May 6, 1961. 
MC entry 1961: 13174, 15 pp. 
Four articles on need to produce more food . 
in view of food shortages, and to sell food to 
the state •insteadl·of on the free market in order 
to insure equable distribution. 
"Geological survey in North Vietnam11 ,  JPRS 9416, 
June 6, 1961 o . MC entry 1961: 15512. 
ttQeneral agric,ult�al development in midland 
regions, North Vietnamn, JPRS 4280, December 22,
1960. MC entry 1961 : 2148, 16 pp. 
Agrarian reports from provinces in the middle 
area of the DRV, e.g. Phu Tho and Vinh Phuc 
provinceso 
Gittinger, J.. Pric•e. "Communist land policy in 
North Viet Namit, : Far Eastern Survey-, 28 (August 
Wason 
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I.59 ·1959) , 113-126 .  
oWason "A note on the economic impact of 
HC497 totalitarian land tenure change: the Vietnamese 
M3M23 experience", Mal&an, Econo�c Review, 5. 2 
(October 1960), 8I�B4lo 
Includes material. contrasting the process 
of land reform and tenure change in North and 
South Vietnaml· (with figures) .  
HB nvietnamese land transfer program", 
1 _Lan
--
Economics, 33 (19.57)l0__d
o 
L25+ 
"Grain product;l.on in- North Vietnam", JPRS 7822,
March 17, 1961. MC entry 1961: 11145,  28 pp.
Articles on increasing g rain producltion, 
completion of lower.;.level cooperativization and 
the need to ·lsell surplus grain to the state. 
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Hoang Tung. norain problem, North Vietnam", JPRS 
7412, January 10, 1960. MC entry 1961: 4689, 
17 pp.
Exhorting populace to step up grain produc­
tion while at the same time economizing. 
. "Grain problem in North Vietnam n, JPRS -7�2-3�1-,--December 2 8 ,  1960. MC entry 1961: 2405,
8 pp.o . 
Figures on the rate of population growth and 
on the increase in food production, showing a 
need to step up output of grain. 
Wason Hoang Van Chio. "Collectivization and rice produc­
DS701 tion", The China Quarterly; 9 (January-March 
C5Qll 1962), 94-104 . 
Hoang Van Chi, a Vietnamese writer who lived 
under the Communist regime from 1946-55, fighting 
against the French, and who fled .to Saigon in 
1955, claimso. that despite the DRV ' s  claims of 
high rice yields, North Vietnam has in fact been 
facing ever-increasing food shortages. Mr. Hoang
Van Chi puts forward a thesis that this is 
partly due to the fact that rice production 
appears to be less suited to the discipline of 
collectivization than do dry cereal crops. 
Illustrates how collectivization has destroyed 
several of the bases upon which rice production 
was once handled. 
Wason Jacoby, Erich H. Agrarian Unrest in Southeast Asia, 
2nd ed., rev., enlarged. London, Asia Publish­
ing House, 1961, xi, 279 pp. 
Karamyshev, V. P. "Agriculture in the Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam", JPRS 4363, January 30, 1961. 
MC entry 1961: 4407, 108 pp.
Translation of a book published by the State 
Publishing House of Agricultural Literature, 
Moscow, 1959. Mr .  Karamyshev visited North 
Vietnam as a member of a group of Soviet special­
ists, and his book is based on personal observa­
tions plus material from the DRV Ministry of 
Agriculture and Forestry. An extremely useful 
handbook for those wishing to study agricultural 
developments in North Vietnam. Contains a geo­
graphical description of the area, the agricultural 
economy prior to land reform, social reorganiza­
tion in Vietnam villages after land reform, the 
development of mutual aid teams, cooperatives and 
35 
state farms, agric�ltural goals of the Three­
Year Plan, data. Qn increases in agricultural pro­
duction, plus very . detailed information on the 
cultivation of basic crops in North Vietnam.·
Figures and statistical tables. 
Kovalev, Ye. F. ( Ed. ) .  "Agrarian reforms in the 
Asiati·c · People I s democratic cormtriesn , JPRS 
(DC) 563 , November 18, 1958. MC entry 1959: 
.563 . . 
Extracts from book published in Moscow in.
1957. Contains two articles by A. A. Guber and 
A.lG. Mazayev on the land reform program from 
1953 through 1956. · Useful details on a phase on 
which little material is available. Table giving 
amount of land distributed in each of the five 
waves of the land reform campaign. Analysis made 
regarding changes in the class structure.  
Land Reform F'ail�e�- in Communist North Vietnam. 
Special edition ·l .published by the Review Horizons,
Saigon, n . d. (1957?), 16 pp.
Saigon ' s  vie,w of the 1 and reform crisis and 
·Nghe-� upri,s:µig ·in North Vietnam at the end of 
·5. 1956 0·5 Contains: interE3sting information on the . ·. .allegedly pro�Soviet and pro-Chinese factions 
within the Lao Dong Party, and claims the demotion 
of Truong Chinh was due as much to struggle be­
tween thesel·ltwo wings �f ·the Party as to his part 
in the land refo� failures. 
Le Duy Trinh. ''Vietnam forest and problems of 
for.estry · in. North Vietnam
n, JPRS (NY) 1656, 
June 9, 1959 . MC entry 1959: 10335 , 9 pp.· 
Articlel·lp+oduced in Forestry, Moscow, 1958,
giving overall.l· survey of forest resources and 
the measures regarding fo restry taken by members 
of ·lthe DRV sine·e 1-954 . Detailed, with tables. 
196.
"Items on agriculture ·and related subjects in North 
Vietnam", JPRS 8961, September 29, 1961 . MC 
entry 19615:. ·. 16; 22 pp o 
· 
.
Miscellaneous and local agricultural reports.
Included is an article by Le Viet Luong, formerly 
head of the Bank of Vietnam, but demoted in 1956 
for his part in.·l·the land reform crisis, on 
government loaris for agricultural production 
during the period of the 'Ihree-Year Plan. 
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Mai IJ.ong. nFirst state farms in Democratic Re­
public of Vietnamn, JPRS (DC) 510-D, January JO,
1959. MC .lentry 1959 : 3671, 4 pp.
Article written by the chief of tl}e planning.
division of the central �inistrative Committee 
on State Farms and produced in State-Farm Produc­
tion, Moscow in June 1958. Gives numbers, Size 
and growth of the state fams in  the DRV sipce 
establishment of the first batc-h of 16 in 1956 up
till 195.8, and describe� types of crqps grown on 
themo 
Mcileavy, Henry. . 11Dien in China and Vietnamt1 ,
Journal. or As_ian Stµdi�s,  17 (May 1958) • 
Min Ti . "North Vietnam victorious in the battle 
for- rice", Vietnam· en Marche, 5 (1957), 24-28 . 
. "' . .. . 
. ' . 
Ngo Duy Dong. "Work exchange and co-operative 
movements in 'lhai Binh province, North Vietnam,
during 1958",5'5JPRS (DC) 596, March 17, 1959 .5 . 
MC entry 1959: 6?62, 5 pp.
Detailed report of agr�ian developments in 
Thai Binh Provilnce • 
Nguyen Hoi. ' Problems in writing apout agricul­
-tural cooperativization moveJJlent, N�rth Vietna,n", _l ,,
JPRS 5418, ,4ugust 26, 1960. MC e�try 1960: 
17501, 8 pp.
Ideological article on the role of the 
middle peasant in the current phase of agricul­
tural cooperativization. 
Nguyen The Phuong. "Discussion on agricultural
co-operatives in North Vietnamtt, JPRS 6156,
October 24, 1960. MC entry 1960: 18958, 6 pp.
Article exhorting populace to step up eo­
operativization movement. 
ttNorth Viet�Nam peasantry resist collectiviza-
tiontt, News froml- Viet�Nam, 5 (January 19, 1959), 9 .  
ttNorth Vietnam socializes peasantsln , Far Eastern 
Economic Review, 1960 yearbook, 69. · 
Pham Hung. "Let us keep firm grasp on main task of 
food production and push development of overall 
agriculture, Vietnamn , JPRS 8264, May 17, 19615. 
MC entry 1961 : 13192. 
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Pham-van-Dong. ttLa question paysanne et la revolu­
tion Vietnamienneu, Nouvelle revue internationale, 
Q)ecember 19591 57-73 . 
Quyet Tieno "Production relationships and techniques 
in agriculture, North Vietnam", JPRS 6356,
December 6 ,  19600 MC entry 1961: 2237, 13 PP o 
On the relationship between improved agricul­
tural techniques and higher agricultural produc­
tion and the need for modern production toolsoG 
Only then, it is claimed, will the full benefits 
of cooperativized agriculture become apparent. 
Figures on growth in numbers of cooperatives and 
on percentage of total agricultural population 
these representoo 
rtRoles of agricultural leaders in increasing lunar 
October rice crop, North Vietnam", JPRS 5283,
August 25, 1960o0 MC entry 1960: 17423.· 
''Selected newspaper articles on agricultural co­
operatives in North Vietnamn , JPRS (NY) 1527,
April 27, 1959 0 MC  entry 1959 : 10309, 12 pp. 
Articles exhorting correct leadership and 
carrying out of the agricultural cooperative 
movement, and laying down the government's 
current policy regarding alliance with the poor 
and middle peasantsoo 
nselected newspaper ar·t,icles on agriculture in North 
Vietnam", JPRS (DC) 549-D, February 23, 1959o. 
MC  entry 1959 � 4990, 13 PPo
Three articles on topics related to agricul­
ture, one by Vu Anh, then Vice-Minister of 
Industry, on the interrelations of industry and 
agriculture; another on the production of indus­
trial crops in 1958 (including table)o. 
"Selected translations on agriculture in North 
Vietnamt,t, J.PRS 32ll j May 2, 1960 0 MC entry 1960 : 
8628, 32 pp.
Collection of miscellaneous articles relat­
ing to agricultural policies and production, 
including useful section on agricultural taxes 
levied on collective farms. 
"Selected articles on fishing in North Vietnam"', 
JPRS (DC) 655, April 14, 1959 0 MC entry 1959 � 
10215, 8 pp . 
On need to improve fishing techniques and 
equipment so as to increase the catch. 
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"Selected articles on relationship between industry 
and agriculture in North Vietnam", JPRS (DC) L 
1501, April 23, 1959. MC entry 1959 : 10295,
10 pp. · 
On agriculture ' s  need for greater amount of 
fertilizers and mechanical tools provided by 
State industry. 
Sirdar Ikbal Ali Shah. Vietnam. London, Octagon 
Press, 1960, 232 pp. Chapter VI. 
"State of agricultural production and agricultural 
cooperatives in North Vietnam (articles)", JPRS 
6067, October 13, 1960. MC entry 1960: 17676,
13 pp.
Two articles on the above topics. 
Taussig , H. C. "Land reform abuses; blunders of 
Communist cadres in North Vietnam checked", 
South China Morning Post (November 28, 1956). 
El3+ 
• "North Viet Nam I s Headaches", Eastern ,.... 
-w-orld, (March 1957), 12-14. - -XI 
A critical account of the implementation of 
by an author generally the land reform prog_ram 
sympathetic to the DRV. 
"Translations on North Vietnam economic data", JPRS 
(DC) 934, September 22, 1959. MC entry 1959: 
16530, 73 pp. 
Collection of articles on rice production 
and agricultural topicso. 
"Translations on North Vietnam economic data: 
Agricultural cooperativization"o, JPRS (DC) 
931, September 22, 1959. MC entry 1959: 
16527, 29 pp . 
Numerous articles relating to agricultural 
cooperatives, financial and labor control within 
these units, the question of who may join the 
cooperatives, and the Party' s  role therein. Also 
contains material on the capital structure of 
the cooperatives, and the question of pa_yment to 
those who brought land or animals into the 
cooperative. 
Truong Chinh. Carrying out Land Reform. Hanoi,
FLPH, 1955. 
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Truong Chinh. La cooperation �gricole au nord 
Viet Nam_; ra. ort a la 1oe session de L 'Assemblee 
Nationale Mai 19 9 .  Hanoi , Editions en langues 
?trang�res ,  1959, 89 pp . 
Detailed account of. the rise and development 
of the agricultural cooperative movement in North 
Vietnam with facts and figures. One of the most 
useful accounts available. 
" Res�lutely tak�ng the North Viet-nam 
countryside to socialism thrb h _ agricultural 
coopercitiort·. anoi, FLPH, 1 9. 
·netailed account of the rise and development 
of the cooperative movement in North Vietnam. 
Containing considerable amount of factual material. 
Vasil ' tsov, V. ttSolving the food problemtn , New 
Times,tXV 52 (December 1957 ), 21. 
E:conomic· ·tconditions . 
Vietnam (Democratic Republic) • Loi sur la reforme 
agraireto Hanoi, Editions en langues E!trang�res ,  
1955. 
' 
I . . 
ttVietnamese Lao Dong Party central committee 
directive on agricultural cooperativization" , 
JPRS (DC) 610, March 19, 1959. MC entry 19.59: 
6373, 3 pp . 
Instructions of the Party Central Committee 
•' ! •' •
on consolidating agricultural cooperatives and 
setting down basic ·conditions for their establish­
ment. Current Party policy of alliance solely
with the poor and lower-middle peasants also 
propounded .  
Vot·tNhan Tri. u1a politique agraire du nord­
Vietnamu. In Tiers"."'Monde : roblemes des . 
sous-c;iev�loppe.s, aris, University of Paris,t_
Institute d ' Etudes du Developpement Econorriique 
et Social, Juillet-Septembre 1960, Tome I, 
not. 3, �rait. 
Vu ·tvan Hien o· Communal ·ric�fieids and lands in 
North vietnainto A report based on the doctorate 
thesis entitled La propriete communale au Tonkin, 
summarized and edited by John F. Embree 
(Washington) ,  Foreign Service Institute, 19.50,
11 pp o 
Although this is a historical survey of 
communal lands in North Vietnam, since it has 
been estimated that this comprised approximately 
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21% of the total available land in this area, an 
understanding of the system is useful in helping 
to evaluate the extent of the land reform dis­
tribution in the DRV since 1954. 
''Water utilization and flood control policies in 
North Vietnam", JPRS 6456, December 21, 1960. 
MC entry 1961 : 2265, 4 pp.
Two articles; one on water utilization, the 
second on flood-control in the city of Hanoi. 
Zelentsov , V. A. , and Semenova, N. P. "Agricultural
reforms and cooperativization in North Vietnam 
and North Korea11 , JPRS (DC) 894 ,  September .3,.
1959. MC entry 1959: 14830, 27 pp . 
Pages 1-15 describe agrarian reforms in the 
DRV from the pre-World War II period up to 1958. 
Contains figures and tables documented from 
official North Vietnamese sources. One of the 
most useful sources available on the development 
of cooperatives in the DRV. 
2.3. handicrafts 
ncooperatives in Hanoi, North Vietnamn , JPRS 5894, 
October 31, 1960. MC entry 1960: 18895, 3 pp.
Discussion of handicraft cooperatives in 
Hanoi and efforts to step up Party leadership in 
them. 
21223 ttDifferences between production teams-, producer co­
A18 ops and handicraft producer co-ops in North 
April 1959 Vietnamn, JPRS (DC) 511-D, January 30, 1959. MC 
entry 1959: 4967, 4 pp.
A useful outline of the differences in size, 
function and nature of the three basic different 
types of handicraft cooperatives in North 
Vietnam. 
Nguyen Hong Sinh. "Handicraft production in North 
Vietnam11 , JPRS 6427 , December 15, 1960. MC 
entry 1961: 4442, 27 pp. 
Translation of Chapter II of book published 
by the Truth Publishing House, Hanoi, in 1959 
entitled The progressive path of handicraft 
production during the period of socialist con­
struction in the northern section of our nation. 
Brief historical survey of handicraft production 
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in the DRV prior to 1954, the restoration of 
handicrafts from 1954-57, the establishment of 
different types of cooperative organization, 
numbers of people employed in handicraft produc­
tion with a breakdown of percentages occupied in 
urban and rural areas, val11e of goods produced 
and wages earned by cooperatives, and an analysis 
of. the question of labor distribution. (Repro­
duced from poor material - E ·. J  .G. ) 
Wason Vietnamese Handicrafts. Hanoi, FL.PH, 1959, 48 pp.
NK1054 plus 21 pages of illus . ,  maps, tables. 
v5v66 History of handicraft development in North 
Vietnam, with useful material on the development 
of handicrafts in the Viet Minh jungle resistance 
base during the war period and on the establish­
ment of handicraft cooperatives since 1954 . 
2 .4  industry and construction 
"Bridge construction and w�ter utilization work in 
North Vietnani1', September 26, 1960, JPRS 3992.. 
MC entry 1960 : 17341. 
1) Progress reports on construction of Ho 
Bridge in Ho Tinh and the Thy Bridge near the 
Thai Nguyen industrial complex (near Haiphong) .  
The latter links the M ao  Khe coal mine, port o! 
Haiphong and the Hongay coal mine. 2 )  Article 
on ourrent tasks in water utilization work as 
laid down by Water Utilization Conference of 
· March 1960. 
Chi Cong. "Relations between quality, quantity and 
cost in production, North Vietnamtt , JPRS 7338,
January 12, 1961. MC entry 1961 : 10824, 4 pp.
Exhortatory article calling for greater care 
over quality of production together with a plea 
for thrift. 
Wason Dang Pho. 11Description of Cho Dien Zinc Mine, 
Pam North Vietnamtt , JPRS 6876, March 8, 1961 . MC 
T entry 1961 : 7858, 5 pp. 
l+ Development of the Cho Dien zinc mine with 
the help of Czechoslovakian experts. 
11Development of local industry in provinces, North 
Vietnamtt , JPRS 5749, November 21, 1960. MC entry
1961 : 896, 3 PP •
Sketchy local industrial reportslo 
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film 
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Do Thanh. "Contrast between today and yesterday, 
description of Lao Kay mining area, North Vietnan n, 
JPRS 4224, November 28, 19605. MC entry 1961: 
2121, 4 pp . 
Designed to contrast conditions in the Lao 
Kay mines during the period of French rule and the 
Japanese occupation with the conditions today, to 
the credit of the latter. 
ttEconomic problems in North Vietnam's industry and 
their solution (articles)", JPRS 7618, February
14, 19615. MC entry 19615: 10961, 27 pp.
Five articles on increasing production, man­
power problems, cutting costs, etc. 
"Industry, trade, finance and labor in North Vietnam 
(July 1957)", JPRS (NY) 270, February 28, 1958,
19 pp . 
Miscellaneous reports (many local) on the 
above topics. 
"Industry, trade, finance and labor in North Viet­
nam (August 1957)", JPRS (NY), Report no. 368,
April 19, 1958, 15 pp.
Brief miscellaneous reports on the above 
topics. Includes short section on foreign trade 
relations and the trade between the border 
provinces of North Vietnam and Communist China. 
Le Hie p .  "Important step forward in our indus­
trial development, North Vietnam", JPRS 5580,
September 27 , 1960. MC entry 1960:  17600. 
Le Thanh Nghi. nNorth Vietnam Minister of Industry 
explains Party policy for economic rehabilitation 
and developmentott, JPRS 3587 , July 20, 1960. MC 
entry 1960: 15588, 6 pp.
Outlines Party's industrial policy during
period of economic rehabilitation immediately
after 1954, and the change in stress from develop­
ment of light industry to that of developing the 
machine-building industry in the Three-Year Plan 
of 1958-60. 
Le Van. "Increase the speed of socialist industrial­
ization in North Vietnam", JPRS 6357, December 6,
1960. MC entry 1961 : 2238, 12 pp.
Article exhorting the populace to accelerate 
the industrialization process. 
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"Local industry and fishing in North Vietnam 
(articles) ", JPRS 5541, September 19, 1960. 
MC entry 1960: 1758 2. 
Minhl·lChanh. "Haiphong cement plant renovation -
North Vietnam",' JPRS 6818, March 8, 1961. MC 
entry 1961 : 7859 , 4 pp.
Description of the diffic�ties encountered 
in restoring the Haiphong cement plant in view 
of . its damaged state at the time of the D RV 
take�ver in 19545. Still only just·lbeing able 
to produce required amounts of cement at the 
time of writirig. 
"Mining industry in North Vietnam", JPRS 1136 , 
January 25, 19605. MC entry 1960: 3951. 
Five selected articles on the mining  in­
dustry i n  the D RV, including one on the mineral 
resources of North Vietnam, and another on the 
failure of the Ho'lngay and Cam-Pha coal mines to 
reach their planned targets i n  1959. 
Nguyen Phuong. ttBen Thuy Wharf, North Vietnamu.,
.. ,� I ' 
Jl'RS 6066, .  Octoberl13, 1960. MC entry 1960: .. · · 
18908, 4 pp.
Description of reconstruction and develop­
ment at the port of Ben Thuy (port for Vinh,
iri the central sector of North Vietnam).  
Nguyen Tri ·Tinh. • ''Viet tri iron-steel zone. in  North· 
Vietnam", JPRS 3653, August 3, 1960 0 MC  entry
1960 : 14341, 6 pp• 
.. Description of a tour of the main plant. 
"Realization of production plan for first six 
months of 1958 (North Vietnam) ", JPRS (NY)
1280, March 24, 1959. MC entry 1959 :  6432,
24 pp . 
Assessment of achievements and failures in 
industrial production for the first half of 
1958 . Figures and tables. 
"Registration of all i'ndustrial and handicraft pro­
duction branches in Harioi, North Vietnamtt , JPRS
42229, November 25, 1960. MC entry 1961 : 2120. 
11 Responsibility of industrial branches in second 
half of 1960 ; construction and necessity of 
initiating movement to avoid waste, North Viet­
nam (arti�les)l0 ; .JPRS 4134, October 24, 1960. 
MC entry 1961 : 800, 6 pp.. .
Articles on thrift and avoiding waste in 
•· 
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construction work, and on shortages of sld.lled 
workers to carry out construction work in Hanoi . 
"Selected Nhan Dan articles on basic construction 
in North Vietnam" , JPRS (NY) 1688, June 22, 1959. 
MC entry 1959: 13094. 
Series of articles on construction work in 
North Vietnam, one by the Vice-Minister of Con­
struction on the 1959 plan for basic construction, 
and another on plans for Haiphong ( the port of 
Hanoi ) .  
"Selected translations on industry in North Viet­
nam", JPRS 3202, April 27, 1960. MC entry 1960 : 
8620, 9 pp . 
Includes articles on expansion of the state 
industrial sector, and on Chinese assistance in 
industrial construction both as regards economic 
aid and technical assistancet. 
"Selected translations on mining industry in North 
Vietnam", JPRS 2639, May 25, 1960. MC entry 
1960 : 9936, 19 pp . 
Series of miscellaneous local reports .  In­
cludes useful article on geological surveying 
since the start of the Three-Year Plan, and gives 
figures on rnunbers of geologists now working and 
being trained . 
Tran Phongt. "Socialist industrialization in North 
Vietnamt11 , JPRS (DC) 737, May 26, 1959 .  MC entry 
1959 : 12816 , 8 PP •
Article on need to build up industryt. 
"Transportation and telecommunications in North 
Vietnam", JPRS (NY) 707 , September 19, 1958. 
MC entry 1958: 16189, 6 pp . 
Miscellaneous local reports on the above 
subjectst. 
"Transportation and telecommunication in North 
Vietnam", JPRS (NY) 709, September 22, 1958. 
MC entry 1958: 16191 , 9 pp . 
Same as abovet. 
"Transportation and telecommunication in North 
Vietnam (August 1957) " ,  JPRS (NY) 369,  April 19,
1958, 2 pp . 
Few miscellaneous local reports on develop­
ments in road and rail construction in North 
Vietnamt. 
nam--" ,  JPRS 6879, March 8, 1961, 5 pp. 
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"Use of funds belonging to industries, North Viet­
nam", JPRS 5691, October 17, 1960. MC entry 
1960! 18630. 
Wason Vu Thien An o ,"History and achievements ·of the -
. . , . 
Tran Hung Dao machine-tool factory--North Viet-Pam 
T 
2+ Brief history of the factory from its 
origin through toi· the present date. Mentions·
the rangei-of products now turned out by the 
factory, but no figures· on quantity produced. 
2 .5. labor and wages 
HD Fall, Bernard B. "The labor movement in the 
8051 Communist zone in, Vietnam1t , Monthly Labor Review,i. 
A68 LVII (May ·1956),5· 534-37. U . S .  Dept. of Labo_r,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Reprint no. 2191.
U.S. Govt. Microprint 1956 : 12725, 4 pp . 
, .Contains biography pf Hoang , Quoc Viet, 1 hea4. · _ 
o·t the,, D�V :a.nd· .. th·e ·confederation of- Labor,i· plus
a ·ibrief'ihistorical survey of the rise· of the 
labor movement in the Communist zone of Viet�am, 
carrying out of strikes and protest meetingsi· 
against tl'}.e· French in the' ·JO' s,· the re-emergerice 
of the' ·labor movement in  1945-46, its re-organiza­
tion in 1953 and 'riunibers and structure at the time 
of writing. 
, ' 
Hoang Quoc Vieti. uwe are f:i:ghting for trade-union 
w:iity in Vietnam11 , World Trade Union Movement, 12i.
{December 1957), 32-JJ. 
·ttLabor and ·wages in North Vietnam ( articles) " ,  ·
JPRS 5513 , September 20, 1960. MC entry 1960: 
17560, 21 pp .
Four articles on the 1960 wage reforms and 
the effects of these on workers, technicians 
and managem.e:q.t personnel . Describes the new 
' , • I
simplified classification of work levels, but. · 
does not,ihowever, list details of the actual 
scales in the operating. Further directive also 
cited of the General Con.federation of Labor on 
setting up district, · town, and ·municipal ward 
labor unions. 
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"Ministry of labor directive on vacations for 
various occupations, North Vietnainn , JPRS 5479, 
November 7 ,  1960. MC entry 1961: 844, 6 pp.
Twelve-day annual vacation for workers whose 
professions "have damaging effects on their 
health.l11 List given of those professions eligible 
to receive this benefit (reproduced from almost 
illegible material - E.J .G .  ) .  
"New regulations on treatment of military personnel 
that switch over to other branches, North Viet­
nam", JPRS 5956, Novemlber 2, 1960. MC entry 1961 : 
2191, 6 pp.
Full translation of ordinances issued by the 
Inter-Ministry of the Interior, Labor, and 
Finance regarding food and fuel allowances pay­
able to former military personnel now employed 
in industry. 
Nguyen Van Tao. 111960 wage reform in North Viet­
nam", JPRS 6110, October 18, 1960. MC entry 
1960 : 18927, 2 pp.
May 1960 reforms in the wage system, in­
volving wage increases, simplification of wage 
scales, greater differentials between highest and 
lowest wage levels and extra pay for those work­
ing in particularly strenuous conditions. Reforms 
for technical personnel and administrative cadres 
and white collar workers. No tables or figures • 
• nproduction and living standard in 
�N�o-r�t-h-Vietnam", JPRS 5070. MC entry 1960: 
14426, 6 pp.
Minister of Labor on the size and expansion 
of the labor force. 
"North Vietnamese labor and wage topicstt, JPRS 6169,
October 26, 1960. MC entry 1960: 18967 . 
Two articles: one on the implementation of 
the Labor Union Law, the second regarding a new 
wage policy ( latter article somewhat disappoint­
ing, containing very little factual material) .  
"Progress in competitive production movement and 
accomplishments of Labor unions in enterprise 
management, North Vietnam", JPRS 3945, September
19, 1960 .  MC entry 1960: 17306, 8 pp.
Emulation movements in industrial 
enterprises. 
355-363i
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. 
"Selected articles on labor in North Vietnamtt ,
JPRS (NY) 1427, April 2, - 1959 . MC entry 
1959 : 6538, 8 pp . 
Regarding law stating that all educational 
and medical organizations musti·ibelong to labor 
unions, together with an article on the question 
of financial control in the labor unions. 
2 .6 . social conditions 
Wason Azambre, Georgesi. 11Hanoi, notes de geographie . .
AS492+ urbainett , Societe .ides Etud�s Indochinoises de 
Saigon.i'" Bulletin (BSEl),E/)7 30 (1955),n . s. 
"Hanoi,,. .the capital of North Vtetnam sine e 1�54tt:, 
JPRS 10133, September 15, 1961. MC entry 1961:'.I 
19735, ·129 pp � 
· Full translation of c hapters VI and VII of 
. t.he History of Hanoi .publishe<l: by the Histor�cal 
· ·Publishi·ng House·; Institut.e of -ffi.stor,y, State 
Sc'ience. Commission, Hanoii. Description of the ·
take-over of Hanoi in October 1954, resumption of 
normal living conditions,ithe stabilization of· 
the financial �ituat.ion , the period of economic 
rehabilitationi·ifrom 1955-57 ; and developments 
dur·ing the Three-Year P·lan periodi. A very useful 
and extremely detailed survey for anyone wanting 
to make a study of Hanoi today. · 
11A history of Hanoi, North Vietnam", JPRS 8692 , 
August 3, 1961. MC ehtrjr 1961: 15177 .  · 
ttin a Vietnam villa.gen , World Youth, 1 (January 
1953 ),  38-39 -
0n social conditions. 
N3 Mitchison, Loisi. "Ll..fe under Communists in North 
M28W Viet.-namn, Manchester Guardian Weekly; 23 
(December. 1954) . '  ' · 'i· · 
''Life in Hanoi, North Vie:tnam", JPRS -5752, 
October 28, 196Q. MC entry , 1961: 898 , 8 PP • ··
Contains three articles, the first a 
description of changes in Hanoi over the past 
15 years, of little factual information; the 
second a conmnmique of the Trade Bureau on· the 
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purchase of rice in Hanoi; the third containing 
statistics on school enrollment in Hanoi. 
Meana, Carlo. "Buffalo or new clothesn, World 
Student News , 8 (August 1956) , 3-5. 
Economic and social conditions. 
"Public welfare and standard of living in North 
Vietnam", JPRS (NY) 702, September 15, 1958. 
MC entry 1955: 16184, 35 pp.
Miscellaneous reports on the above topics. 
Interesting material on hardships experienced 
by the people of North Vietnam at the end of 
1955 and beginning of 1956 , including items 
on mass unemployment, relief distributions of 
rice and cloth, lack of housing facilities, etc. 
Also includes information on the cooperative 
and state stores. 
nselected newspaper articles on Hanoi, North Viet­
namn, JPRS (NY) 1426 , October 10, 1958. MC entry
1959: 6537, 7 pp.
On construction work in Hanoi since 1954 
and the building of new buildings and public 
workst. 
·1947i_ 
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Wason Christian, P .  nLe Viet-Minh au Cambodgett, Indochine-
DS501+ Sud-Est Asiatique (February-March 1952 ) 0  (Special 
·issue . )  
F OREI GN RELATI ONS 
1 .  pre-1954 
Wason Asian Relations Conference . Asian Relations, being 
DSl+ (a) r�port of �he proceedings and documentation 
A77 of the First Asian Relations Conference, New 
·nelhi, March-April 1947i. · New Delhi ,  r·ndia,
Asian Relations Organization, 1948, 314 pp . ,  
·illus . 
Attended· ·by three-member delegation from the 
DRV, led by Tran van Luan. Memorandum entitled 
"Freedom Movement in Viet Namtt given at the Round 
Table discussion of nNational movements for free­
dom•t by Mai the Chau, one of  the delegates .  
Wason Beloff,i Max. Soviet Policy iµ th,e Far East 1944-.
DS518 . 7  _il. Lond�n, · Ox!ord .. ·university Press, 1953, 
B45 278 PP • 
Section of one chapter covering relations 
between USSR and the Viet Minh during this period. 
Useful in view of the paucity of material on this 
particular . -topic. 
, . 
Wason Do-Vang-cy. Aggressions by China (a peep into the 
DS557 history of Vietnam). 2nd $d . ,  Delhi, Siddha.rtha 
A6063 Publications Private Ltd . ,  1960, 168 pp . illus . ,  
1960 bibliog .  
Brief historical survey of c•hina ' s  relations 
with Vietnam from the earliest times by a repre­
sentative of the Republic of Vietnam. Although
sketchy and co11tro..-ning · at•. least one glar-ing f actv.al 
inaccuracy regarding the date of tne start of the 
Indochinese war, which was in 1946, not 1950 as 
stated, this booklet is nevertheless interesting 
insofar as it shows ·the di+emma in which many 
Vietnamese nationalists found themselves in 1945. 
While Anti-Corrmrunist, they were also anti-French, 
and loathe to take up arms against the Ho Chi Minh 
regime unde·r the French banneri. Also contains 
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interesting material on Ho ' s  bribery of the Chinese 
Nationalist Generals during the time of the KMT 
occupation of Tonkin in 1945-46 . 
Wason Hinton, Harold L .  "Sino-Vietnamese relationstt. In 
DS740. 5 China ' s  Relations with Burma and Vietnam: a 
B8H66+ Brief Surve
�
. New York, Institute of Pacific Re­
lations, ·o19 �, pp. 1-25. Mimeographed.
China ' s  reiations with Vietnam from the 
earliest times up to 1956. Attention is given 
to the Chinese Nationalist occupation of North 
Vietnam (1945-46), and to the DRVo' s  relations with 
Communist China since 1949. The extent of Chinao' s  
influence and the question of whether the DRV 
leans more towards China or the USSR are discussed, 
and an outline given concerning the Chinese 
community in North and South Vietnam. 
Mai the Chau. Freedom Movement in Viet Nam. New 
Delhi, Indian Council of World Affairs, Asian 
Relations Conference, March-April 1947. 
Wason McVey, Ruth . The Calcutta Conference and the South­
HXl.3 east Asian Uprisings. Ithaca, New York, Modern 
CF4 Indonesia Project, Southeast Asia Program, Dept. 
1948 of Far Eastern Studies, Cornell University, 1958, 
Ml7+ iii, 28 pp. (Interim report series. )
Included are comments on the controversial 
position of the DRV delegation at the Confereonceo. 
"La reconnaissance de la Republique democratique du 
Vietnam par le gouvernement sovietique", ,
Chroniques Etrangeres (Paris), 91 (February 28, 
1950), 17-18. 
Text of communiques of January 14 and 30, 
1950 relative to the establishment of diplomatic 
relations between the Soviet Union and the 
government of Ho-Chi-Minh. 
Shen Yu Dai. Peking, Moscow and the Communist 
Parties of Colonial Asia, Cambridge, Mass. , 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1954. 
Well-documented study utilizing amongst 
other material Chinese documents difficult to 
get hold of. 
Wason Sun Wu-lingo. UThe unity of the Vietnamese people
DS701+ is increasing", People ' s  China,o9/10 (May 1951), 
P4 30-Jl. 
• • 
2 .  post-1954 
2 . 1  general 
Bui Cong Trung. "Special features of era and 
urgent responsibility for safeguarding peace, 
North Vietnam", JPRS 8037 , April 4, 1961 . MC 
entry 1961 : 13010. 
Discussion of the Declaration of the Con­
ference of the Communist and Workers' Parties in 
Moscow of. 1961, with s�andard commentary on the 
virtues of the socialist system, evils of thel.
capitalist system. 
Champassak, Sisouk Na. The Communist Menace to 
Laos, New York, Praeger, 1961 •. 
·Wason . • . The Facts Behind the Pathet Lao __.,,...._,_
DS557 Affair; Vientiane, Ministry of Public Informa­
L2G441 tion, 1959 . . 
·l · ·D· . :a. d. -: (53ri,� :Cro.zi�r] . . 11'.t'he waning power· of 410 Fra:rice in Vietnam'' ,  World Today, 12 (February·
W927 1956), 50-58 . 
D Fal,l, B. ti Tribulations of a party line; the 
410 French Communists and IndoChina11 , · Foreign·t
F7 Affairs, 33 , { April 1955), 49.5:...510. . 
Wason Fifiel�; Russell H. The Diplom�cy of Southeast 
TIS518 . 1  Asia; 1945-58. New York, Harperl·& Brothers, 
·1958, 584 pp. , maps, bibliog. , index. 
Chapter . 8, on; Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia,
contains sections on the Geneva · Conference, and
' , ' 
on the DRV' s ·post;...Geneva relations· with France, .
Communist China, USSR, the Un�ted Kingdom, India, 
Japan, the U . S .A.  , and countries of Southeast 
Asia (the latter being extremely briefly covered), 
together with a short resume of the basic con­
·,cepts underlying, North Vietnam' s  foreign policy-. 
' I : : • • 
• • 
H "Interview with President Ho Chi Minh'' , New Times, 
1 XVI 15 (April 1958) , 6. 
N53+ , · Foreign relations o· 
Wason Le dinh Tham. Le Mouvement de la Paix au Vietnam, 
2
DS.557 Hanoi, Editions en Langues E"trang�res, 1958, 
A7L43 22 pp ..l. (J).t head of title: Comite Vietna.mien 
1958 pour la defense de la paix mondiale. ) . 
·On the establishment of the Vietnamese 
' ' ' 
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branch of the World Movement for Defence and Peace 
in 1950 following the DRVl1 s official entry into 
the Communist bloc, and the activities of the 
Commission since that date up to 1958. 
Marshall, Richard H . ,  Jr. The Soviet Union and the 
Democratic Republic of Vietnam, 1945-1953 . 
Certificate essay, Russian Institute, Columbia 
University, 19595. 164 pp.
Detailed analysis of Soviet policy and rela-; 
tions with Vietnam from 1945-53. Shows extent to 
which the USSRl1 s attitude towards the DRV in the 
immediate post-World War II phase was influenced 
by its belief that the Communist Party would 
come to power in France; Soviet ·Russia's changing 
attitude following the collapse of her.lhopes in 
France around 1947, and the development of the · 
"Cold warn. Effects of Communist consolidation 
of power in China and overall patterns of Soviet 
policy toward Vietnam during this period. An 
extremely useful and detailed survey. 
AP Mende, Tibor. 11 Two Vietnams", The Listener, 57 
4 (May 2, 1957), 701-702 . 
L77++ The author contrasts North and South Vietnam 
and Chinese and American measures towards the two 
respective sectors. 
H "The mysterious 'Katerina'", New Times, IlI 39  
l (September 1955) ,  20 . 
N53+ Bulgarian-Vietnamese relations .  
Wason Nguyen Ngoc Bich. "Vietnam - An independent view­
DS-701 point", The China Quarterly, 9 (January-March
C5Qll 1962), 105-111 . 
Dr. Bich, an anti-Communist, but at the same 
time opposed to the Diem regime, discusses the 
attitude of the DRV towards China and towards 
Moscow and attempts to assess its chances of re­
maining "independent" of either. 
D Pham Van Dong . "The foreign policy ofl·the Democratic 
839 Republic of Vietnamu , International Affairs 
M611+ (Moscow), (July 1958), 19-22. 
Pham Van Dong, Prime-Minister and the then 
( ? )  Foreign Minister of the DRV, claims American 
imperialism is out to enslave the underdeveloped 
countries and that the North must therefore work 
for reunification of South Vietnam and North. 
• • 
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Pham Van Donge. "Uhshakeable unitytte, International 
Life , 11 (November 1957 ) ,  71-72e. 
"Vietnam Democratic Republic",e, International Ll,.fe,
·3 (March 1958}; +37 .  · : . , : ' •  · · · · : 
"Vietnam Democratic Republicen , International Life , 
4, (April 1958) ,  133-154 . 
Geneva Conf�rence 
"At the Geneva Conferencen , New Times, XII 28 
(July 1954) , 17-18e.-
Berezkov,: V. t-�At· .the 
1 
GetleVa Conference; . from Oll,I'·. .sp·eci� correspondent",eNew Timese, ·xr:t 25 '(June .' 1954 ) ,  7-112e. ·e
-'IJ""'"ff"-· _. _(, .,. , "81:1,P;J)?�t.erf? .ano. 1�pponen½$ Qf pe�c.e · µi·e 1 .·e· tndo9hiha;- ;rrom'· · o·ur · epecia.J_· co:rresp,ondent",  New 
· · . • · ·Times_,,. n 23 , (June 19.54), 13 ..:17e. · · 
ttGeneva conference
• .Bochkarev, ' Iu. , • · and the countries • I I , ' ·of ��ia; , ,  a foreigne. press r�v:lrew" , New Times, 
· · ·I Xll 1.3 (March 1954 ) �. 18"720 . , · • I 
. 
Conferenceide Geneve sur L ' Ind9�hine, 8 maii,.. 21.i · 
jp.ille. t 19..54; proc.�s :.. il'�rba,tµ: des s(ances, .· rq o·sitio'n�, documerttse· finaux.' P•aris ;· · . .  · 
Imprimerie Na�ionalee, 1 ., 70 ppe.
' . . . .
I , 
"Documents of the Geneva Conference" ,  International 
' i , · · . l,i.:C� , 1 (Augu,st 1954) .9 ·132-156 . 
' ' 
Eden, Sir Anthony. Full Circle·. Boston, Houghton 
Mifflin, 196�)' � 
Includes material on the Genev� Conferenoe 
2 . � .  
· 
Wason "The enemies of peace are unmasked; report from 
Genevatt , Peoplee' s  Chin�, 14 
• , • ( ,  f• •
the DRV •e.pertaining td :
, · ,· . · .F9 
DS701+ (July 1954) 11-15. 
, ,. : ' ,
·e
• ' 
tP4 
Full Text� of the quadripartite' Agre�inents Between 
Cambodia, France,  Laos and Vietnam, Signed in 
Paris on December 29? 1954�' �ew :rork:, Arnb,assade de France, Service! de Pi-easa 'et d 1 Iri.formati'on, 
1955,e. $6 pp t (Indochinese 
. 
affairs, 8 )  
, . • 
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ttFrom the reports of the international commissions 
for the supervision and control of the execution 
of the Geneva agreementsn, International Ll.fe, 5 
(May 1955) ,  145-149 . 
"From the second report or1 cornpliance with t.he 
terms of the Geneva Agreemen·t covering the period 
from January 1 to March 31, 1955" ,  International 
Life, 8 (August 1955) , 153-1595. 
"Frorri the third report of the International Obser­
vation and Control Commission in Vietnam covering 
the period from February 11 to April 10, 195.5", 
International Life, 8 (Au�ust 19.55) , 149-152 0 
1tFrom the· fourth report of the International Super­
visory and Control Commilssion in Vietnamn ,
International Life, 1 (January 19.56), 151-1.56 0 
11From the fifth report of the International Super­
visory and Control Commission in Vietnamn ,
I nternational Life, 4 (April 19.56), 147-154. 
"From the sixth report of the International Com­
mission for Supervision and Control in Vietnamtt ,
International Life, 2 (February 1957), 155-159. 
Great Britain, Parliament
j:Z 
Papers, vol. XXXI 
(Accounts and Papers, 12� Cmd. 9186, June 1954, 
"Documents relating to the discussion of Korea 
and Indo-China at the Geneva Conference, April 27 -
June 15j 1954", Miscellaneous No., 16 (195'4),
Part II, Indo�China, PP e  105-168. 
Speeches and proposals by delegates together 
with documents relating to the arriving of a 
settlement on Indochina at the Geneva Conference. 
_,,__ _ , Parliamentary Paper�, vol. XXXI' (Accounts _
and ·papers, 12), Cmd. 9239., August 1954, ttFurther 
documents relating to the discussion of Indo­
China at the Geneva Conference, June 16--July 21,
·1954", Miscellaneous No .. 20 (1954), pp. 1-4250 
Final Declaration on t.he restoration of peace
in Communist China, statements made by the U .S o  
and the State of Vietnam regarding 'their respec­.
tive attitudes towards the settlement, together 
with the text of the agreements relating to the 
cessation of hostilities, withdrawal of foreign 
troops, ban on the introduction of new military
personnel or armaments and forbidding of military 
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bases, setting up of the International Control 
and Supervision Commission,  and the fixing of 
the demarcation line along the 17th paralleli. 
Great Britain, �ar3=iam� ..n_t
W, 
Pa;ee:r:_� , vol. XLV ,
(Accounts and Papers , 1.-r; Cmd. 9763 .t MaJJ· 1956, 
"Vietnam and the Geneva. Agreements: Documents 
concerning the discussions be-tween representativesi. 
or· Her Majesty' s  Government and the Government of 
the. Union of Spviet Socialist Republics held in 
London in April and May · 1956, Mar oh 30--May 8, 
1956", Vietnam No . 2 (1956)  . 
Discussion of the full implementation of the 
Geneva Agreements, including the holding of elec­
tion throughout Vietnam ( due to be he-ld in July .
1956) � . together with texts of  the Dfessages of the 
Ukrai:rie and USSR (as Co-Chairman of the Geneva 
Conference) to the DRV, the Republic of Vietnam, 
the ISC, and of France ooneerning the outcome of 
their deliberations. 
, Parliament� Pa:eers, vol .  XIX (Accounts 
_.a.n
_._
P-apers, 12), Cmd. 9461, May 1955 , "First and_d
second interim reports of the International Com­
mission for Supervision and Control. in Vietnam., 
August 11, 1954 to December 10, 1954, and December 
11., 1954 to February 10, 195.5n, Vietnam No. 1 . 
The reports discuss the establishment and 
machinery of the Commission, the cease-fire and 
withdrawal of troops, prisoners of war, the 
aoquisitio11 of military bases, and incidents whi,ch 
had taken place in central an.d south Vietnam dur­
ing thi.s period. The second interim report con­
tains a reply to Vo Nguyen Giap ' s  allegation ot 
the violation of  the Geneva Agreements through 
Uo S .  General Collin ' s  Mission and of pressure 
being exercised on the North Vietnamese to get 
them 'to move to the Southo 
--......... -' Parliamentary: PaEers, vol .  XLV (Accounts 
and Papers, 17), Cmd. 9499, ttThird interim report 
of the International Commission for Supervision 
and Control in Vietnam, February 11, 1955 to 
April 10, 195.5 (with relevant documents)"', Viet­
nam No . 2 (195.5) . 
Progress report orgaaj.zed along same topics 
and discussions  as listed for the 1st and 2nd 
i.nt'3ri.m reports . 
(1957) .  
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Oreat Brita1n, Parllaentarz Pa
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ers, vol. nv (,A2-
counte ·and· Papers, 17), · Cmd. 654, n1ourth 
inter.I.Ji( report· ot the �ternationaJ Cnmm1 ssion 
for Supervision and Control in Vietnam, April 11, 
1955 to August 10, 195'5'•, Vietnam No . 3 (l9S5) . 
A.a abow . 
, P arliaent� P S!•ra, vol. ILV (Accounts 
-an�a....,-.erl, 11), ema: 9706, 1111.tth inter:lii report
o? the International CoJ1111ji•ei0n for Sa.pe"11ion
and Control ·in Vietl!a, ···.1ugwst ·ll;, 19$'5' to December 
10; 1955', Hanoi, January- 8, 195611 , Vietnam No. l 
(195'6) . 
.u abovei. 
, Parl1-nt� Papers, vol. XXXIII (A.coounta
P
fllll'-.-ri..d.. apera, 14) , a.a: ji; January- 195'7, nsixth 
literim report of the International Commi11ion 
for SUper+ieion and Control in Vietnam, December 
ll, 19,, to July- 31., 19.$6, Hanoi, September 9, 
1956", Vietnam No . l (1957) .  
, Par1:lSN91.t� P!J!er• , vol. XIX (Aocounta 
-.-1'11-a..,- ra, 12), daC 335., s,1gon, July- 12, 1959,ape
"Snenth interim report of the International 
Conmission for Sup6rtidion and Control in Vietnam,. 
Auguat 1, 1956 to April 30, 1957",  Vietnam Ho. 2 
· · 
, Parliament� Papers, vol . XXX (Accounts 
and P5>ers, 12), Cmd. 509, Saigon, J� 5, 1956, 
"Eighth interill report of the International Com.­
mission for Supervision and Control in Vietnam, 
Mat l 1957 to April JO, 1958", Vietnam No . li
{1958) e . 
·· Usual progress report, plus resolution on 
the transference of the International Commission 
of Supervision and Control ' s  headquarters from 
Hanoi to Saigon . 
� Parliament.!:!Z PaEers, volo XXXIV (AccoUHts
-an-a-,- ers, l5) , Cma. 726, Saigon, March 10, 1959,ap
•Ninth interim report of the International Com­
mission for Supervision and Control in Vietnam, 
May 1, 1958 to January 31, 1959n, Vietnam No. 1 
(1959) . 
, Cnmd. Paper 1040, "Tenth interim report of 
....-
-th-e'°""!!!!!I-nternational Commi·ssion for Supervision and 
Control in Vietnam, February 1, 1959 to January 31,
1960•, Saigon, April 6, 1960, Vietnam No. 1, 1960. 
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Greiat Britain, Cmndi. Paper 1.551, ttEleventh interim 
report of the International Commission for 
Supervision and Control in Vietnam, February 1,
1960 to February 28, 1961n, Saigon, September 
18, 1961, Vietnam No . 1 (1961)5. 
Houng Quoc Viet. t,We are ready to begin truce 
ta.lksitt , World Trade Union Movement, 3 (February 
1954) , 15-18. 
Wason Laspeyres, Pierre-Jean. "La paix du 17e parallele" ,  
'DS531 France-Asie, 10 (July 1954), 870-871. English
F81 version in Asia, 4 (September 1954) , 223-224. 
Wason Olivier, Max. "La petite histoire de la conference 
DS501+ de Gen�ven , Indochine-Sud Est asiatique (July 
S94 1954), 32-37. 
JA Pinto , Roger . "La France et les Eta.ts d 'Indochine 
11 devant les accords d·e , G"eneve't , Revue Fran<;.a:i.se­
R45 de Science Politique, V:, no •i. 1 (January-March
1955), 89-91. 
Juridical discussion of  Franao-DRV 
relations. 
Singh, VishaJ.. ttThe Geneva Agreements and develop­
ments in Viet Namrt , Foreign Affairs Reports, 4 
(September 1955) , 111-124. 
H "Statement of the Soviet Government on the Geneva 
1 Conference", New Times, nr: JO (July 1954), 1-25. 
N53+ 
Statements b President Ho Chi Minh After the 
Geneva Conferencei. Hanoi ,  FL.PH, 9 
H ttSummary o f  the cease-fire and restoration of peace 
1 agreements in Indochinat• ,  New Times, XII 31 
N53+ (July 1954), supplement. 
Wason Sunner, Andre. "La conference de Geneve11 , France­
DS531 Asie, 10 (June 1954), 736-738. 
F81 
uxu ,JX ttDe quelques probl'emes posees par L ' execution 
21 des accords de Geneve sur le Vietnamn . In 
A64 Annuaire Francais de Droit International, Paris,
French National Center of Scientific Research, 
1956. 
On certain of  the legal questions raised by 
various documents of the Geneva Conference.  
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Zhukov, I o P. ttWhat the Geneva Conference showed'' , 
International Life, 1 (August 1954) , 13-24.  
2. 21. national reunification 
Asian Peoplel8 s Anti-Communist League. Important
Documents of the Asian People's Anti-Communist 
League, Saigon, Vietnam Chapter, Third Annual 
Conference, March 27-April 1, 1957 , Vols. 1 and 
2. 
Of very limited value. 
Alekseeva, N. , and Pedanov, V. "Vietnam in the fight. 
for freedom", New Times, Ill 36 (September 1954),
7-10. 
All Viet-Nam Congress of the National United Front, 
Hanoi, 1955. Viet-Nam Fatherland Front ; resolu-
tions, manifesto amme and statutesl. 
Hanoi, FLPH, 19 [rev . ed . 
"Attempts to prevent a general election in Vietnam", 
International Life, 9 (September 1955), 121-123. 
Burchett, Wilfred. "Campaign against co-existence 
in Southeast Asia", International Li fe, 12 
(December 1957), 82-92. 
Central Committee of Protest Struggle Against the 
Mass Murder at Phu Lo i. First Documents on the 
Phu Loi Mass Murder in South Viet Nam. Hanoi,
FLPH, 1959, 77 pp. 
Appeals and petitions to the International 
Commission for .Supervis ion and Control by the 
DRV complaining of the alleged food-poisoning of 
6 ,000 political detainees by the Diem regime in 
December 1958. 
Ch 'en T'li-chiangl. "American imperialists - sworn 
enemies of the people of Indochinau , People ' s  
China, 13, (July 1954), 34-37 . 
Review of "A chronicle of principle events 
relating to the Indochina question 1940-1954". 
Comit' Vietnamien de la Pai.x. L'�xecution des ' 
DS557 accords de Geneve au Viet Nam cing ans apres
A7C73 Leurs signatures. Hanoi, Editions en Langue.s 
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etrangeres, 1959, 33 pp .
Claims that the DRV has constantly upheld the 
Geneva Agreements, while the U .. S. and Diem 
goverrunent ha.v.e sought to sabotage them. 
Crozier, Brian .. n The international situation in 
Indochina", Pacific Af'fairs, XXIX (December 19-56) ,  
309-324 . 
An ·oexa.mination of the international position 
of .oIndochina as a result ofo.the Geneva accords. 
Especially _valuable on North Vietnam's relations 
with the Communist bloc and on the issue of re­
·unification or· ·oNorth and South Vietnam. Discusses 
the DRV's change of tactics after 1956 from 
military threat to subv�rsion. 
Devillers, Philippe . 11 The struggle for the unifica­
tion of Vietnam", TheoChina Qua:r;-terly, 9 (January­.
March 1962 ) ,  2·...23 . 
. Survey of the different phases through which 
the demands for the reunification of Vietnam have 
passed since the Geneva Conferenceo. The stand­
point . of l;>otho. the Diem regime and of the DRV are 
well brought out, · and.· a· :plea mad.a for major· re­
forms by :Diem so that the Vietnamese in the South 
do not have to make their choice between Communist 
rule and a form of government which Mr. Devillers 
feels would be a Fascist' dictatorship. 
Documents relatifs a la fondation du front de la· 
atrie du Viet-Nam. Hanoi, Editions en languesr.trang�res, 1 955. 
Includes list of members of the central 
committee of the Fatherland Front and of their 
posts. 
. . 
Embassy of Viet Nam • Vi.et . Mi.� .Violations of the . .
Geneva Armistice' Agreemento. Washington (1955?) . 
[22 PP�
Charges of violations of the Geneva Agree­
ments made by South Vietnam against the DRV. 
Included are claims that the DRV had been build­
ing up its armed forces and importing arms from 
the Soviet bloc, and obstructing refugees from 
leaving the North for the Southern zoneo. 
Facts and Dates on the Problem of The Reunification 
of Viet-Namo Hanoi, FLPH, 1956, 84 PP o 
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D Fall, Bernard. 11La politique Americaine au Viet-, ' 410 Nam", Politique Etrangere (July 1955).
P76 
The fight against the subversive Communist activi­
ties in Viet Namo Special edition published by 
the review Horizons, Saigon (1956?), 20 PP o 
Outlines some of the tactics employed by the 
regime in the North, and lists some of the per­
pretations which it claims the DRV has committed. 
For .othe Consultative Conference. Hanoi, FLPH, 
1955. 
AP Hammer, Ellen J. "The struggle for Indochina con­
2 tinues", The Pacific s eetator, Supplement to 
Pll IX, Noo 3 (Summer 19551 . 
Wason Honey, P. J. 11The historic unity of Viet Nam", 
DSl Eastern World, 10 (November 1956), 11-12, 49. 
El.3+ 
' Isnard, M. "Le sabotage des accords de Genevett,
Cahiers internationa"UX, 8 (June 1956), 71-77 0  
Wason Josey, Alexoo 'fWill Ho Chi Minh unite Viet-Nam?tt 
DSl Eastern World (November 1955), 15-16. 
El.3+ 
Wason Jumper, Roy. 11The Communist challenge to South 
DS50l+ Viet-Nam", Far Eastern Survey, 25 (November
I.59 1956), 161-1685. 
Analysis of the position of the Viet Minh 
in South Vietnam, discussing why the Communists 
appeal to the peasants; and the armed forces 1 
susceptibility to Communist infiltration. 
oJX 1'Sects and Communism in South Vietnam' , 
1 -o-r-bi. ....s-(Spring 19.59)5. 
o64 
Karpikhin, A. 11The interests of peace demand a 
political settlement in Vietnam and Laos'', 
International Life, 1 (January 19.56), 50-58. 
Lavrishchev, A. ttWho is sabotaging the Geneva 
Agreements on Vietnam?" International Life, 7 
(July 19.57), 54-62 • 
. "Who is sabotaging the Geneva Agreements 
_o_n_V_i_etnarn?" International Life, 12 (December 
1957), 82-9-25. 
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Le massacre de Phu Loi au Sud Viet Nam. Hanoi,
Editions en langues ltrang�res , 1959, 154 pp . ,  
illusi. ,  maps o 
- North Vietnam I s allegation of the massacre 
of 6, 000 political detainees b y  the Diem regime 
on 1st of December 1958 and the failure of the 
International Commission for Supervision and 
Control to deal effectively with· these charges, 
together with a summary of other atrocities 
allegedly carried out in the Southio 
New Factsi. P hu Loi Mass Murder in South Viet Nam.. 
- Hanoi, FLPH, 1959, 154 pp. ,  illus . ,  maps . 
Texts· and documents of complaints by  various 
official organizations of the DRV concerning the 
incident described above, including text of 
Giap v s  protest to the International Commission 
for Supervision and Controlo 
Ngo Ton Dat. France and the Geneva ·partition of 
Vietnam (Ithaca, New York), 1956, 109 1, Thesis 
(M.A.), Cornell.iUniversity, June 1956. 
A detailed description of the negotiations 
leading up to the Geneva settlement, from the 
Berlin Conference (January 25 - February 18, 
1954) through the Geneva Conference. Appendices
include the texts of the final declaration of the 
Geneva Conference on Indochina ( see also under 
Great Britain) and the declaration of the U . S  .• 
and of the State of Vietnam on the Armistice 
conditionsio Excellent for an understanding of 
the international implications of the struggle 
between France and Vietnam • 
. 
Nguyen Vieno Le Viet Nam un et indivisible . 
Hanoi, Editions en langues Arang�res, 19550 
(Also edition in English o )  
"North Vietnam suggests new Indochina parleyst , 
New York Times (February 23 J 1956) 0 
On the Re-establishment of Normal Rel·ations Between 
the Northern and Southern Zones of Vietnam. 
Hanoi, FLPH, 19550  
"Le Parti D$mocrate du Viet-Nam a la Conference de 
Geneve", Volont6 du Viet-Nam (February 1956), 
6-90 
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CUL Pham Van Bach. Fascist Terror in South Viet Nam; 
n •.y .c. law 10-.59. Hanoi, FLPH, 1961. 
Pham Van Dong. Our Struggle in the Past and at 
Present. Hanoi, FLPH, 195 5. 
Potemkin, Iuo "For the exact fulfillment of the 
Geneva agreement on Indochina n, International 
Life, 2 (February 19.56), 137-140. 
Review of •Documents and evidence on viola­
tions of the Geneva Agreementtt (in French) .  
Wason The Phu Loi Massacre in South Viet Nam. Hanoi,
DS557 FIPH (195 9?), 17 pp. 
A6P57 Messages to the International Com.mission for 
Supervision and Control. Highly propagandist, 
and of little value. 
Wason Quang-Loi. South of the 17th Parallel. Hanoi,
DS557 FLPH, 1959, 122 pp. 
A6Q2.5 Listing of the forms of terror and oppression
which the DRV claims are carried out by- the Diem 
regime in the South. (Also version in French in 
CUL -- Wason/DS.5.57/A6Q25/1959a) 
Wason Republic of Vietnam, Ministry of Information. The 
DS.5.57 Problem of Reunification of Viet-Nam. 1958, 105 pp. 
A6A2 In French and English. 
Official statements and communiques of the 
government of the Republic of Vietnam on the 
question of reunification, plus a study of the 
Republic of Vietnam's view on the Geneva Agreements 
and of the peasant uprising in Quynh Luu, North 
Vietnam, of November 1956. 
Some Press Evidence on the N o Dinh Diem Re ime in 
South Vietnam. Hanoi, FLPH, 19 
"South Vietnam under US-Diem domination ( article a)', 
JPRS 7165, December 7, 1960. MC entry 1961: 
4596, 41 pp. 
.Articles cla:iming that Ngo Dinh Diem and the 
USA are setting up a military base in South Viet­
nam and carrying out reprisals against all those 
who violate their wishes. 
Terreurs et represailles dans le sud Viet-Nam. 
Hanoi, Editions en langues &trang�res, 1955.  
·�· .. � .. - : . · :' · ' · . � . .
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A Threat to the Peace·; No.rth :\Tiet-Nam 1 s .effort to 
conquer South Viet;_Narri� Dept. of State Publica­
tion 7308, Far Eastern Series 110, Office of 
Public Services, Bureau of Public Affairs, Pt. I ,
vi.plus 53 pp . , 1ll'lls. ;- Part II, appendices, iii 
plus 102 PP o , illus. , December 1961. 
Ton tat Thien. "The Geneva Agreements and peace 
prospects in Vietnamu , I�c;lia, Quarterly, XII 
( October-December 1956) , · 375';..388•l. 
' 
Wason Tran i-ch Quoc_. The Fatherland Front, a Vietna.Illese 
DS557 Communist Tact:i6 ·" Sa.i·gon, 1958, 100 pp.
·lA6T77 Clairnslthat the Viet Minh merely posed as 
nationalists inl. ord�r t� draw more people under 
the communis-t sway, and 'that the Fatherland Front 
is merely a new front organization again designed 
to extend the power of the Lao Dong Party. 
Supports this· thesi·s by showing what had resulted-
in previo�s irist·arice'� wheri the Communist ·party 
had set up front organizations. Interesting
material on non-Communist nationalists killed by
Viet Mir;th d�ng the ,_:l •period.. 1945,..46,' . .: 
· ' ..
.. ·. · . :' • ,. . • ' . .  . .. ·_.. .:. ·,: , . . :
Tran-Mi:rth..:Tiet·
: . :,} .', 
.·. .":cc,exi'sterice pacifiq�e et reunifica­
':Paris, Nouvelles editionst,ion du Viet Nam. 
Latinas:, 1960. 
I.
PR ttVietnamu ; TJ:;l,e New- States:rtian anq. Nation, 50 (November
- ·.. .1307 12, 1955) ,- .50 � . · : · . 
N27 Details of DRVl1 s proposals, dr·awn up by the -
Fatherland Front, �egarding free elections to a 
unified nationa1l·lassembly, separate Houses of 
Representatives and central coalition government. 
' 
, . 
Vietnam ( Democratic Republic) , M�istry of Foreign 
Affairs, Press cµid In.formation - Depto Document� 
itela,ted . to the ±m· lement�tioh of the Geneya 
Agree�ents Conce:i;-ni.ng Viet-Nam. Hanoi, 19 6, 
202 pp. . . · 
. st: S:Phernes ,�1: Vietnam Again�t . µnl<e�iF �· ·l·. . .l _Peaqe' and - R eu.nificat+Qn. · Hanoi, July 1958. 
(Also version m ·' French quoted by Fall.) 
__ • Memo.:ranqµm o.f th�. government qf the-
_Dem_.... ratic_ ' of • . .lthe expansion _____ oc- Rep.�bli.c vietn.$ on· 
of the aggressive war in Laos by the United 
States imperialists.andl. their most reactiona:cy­
satellites in the SEATO Military Bloc. Hanoi;
January·$, 1961. 
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ainst the SEATO and the 
Bangkok Conference . Hanoi, FLPH, 19 . 
Viet-Nam Fatherland Front andt- the Strug le for 
National Unity. Hanoi, FLPH, 19 , 1 pp . 
Extracts from reports made by Hoang Quoc Viet, 
P. M. Pham Van Dong, and Truong Chinh, Secretary­
General of the Lao Dong Party in September 1955 
on the establishment of the Fatherland Front . 
Contains Program and Statutes of the Front . 
Viet Nam Peace Committee.  Five Years of the Imple­
mentation of the Geneva Agreements in Vietnam. 
Hanoi, F'.LPH, 1959. 
"Vietnam Reds ask new Geneva talk",  New York Times 
(August 15, 1956). 
Vietnam (Republic of) .  Achievements of the Campaign 
of Denunciation of Communist Subversive Activi­
ties .  Published on the occasion of the Second 
National Congress of Anti-Communis t denunciation, 
May 1956 . 
• Violations of the Geneva Agreements b _.,......__
the Viet-Minh Communists, Saigon, July 19 9, 
156 pp . ,  plates, facsims . 
White Paper on alleged violations of the 
Geneva Agreements by the DRV. Charges relate 
primarily to violations of the military provisions 
of the Geneva Conference,  and to obstruction of 
those wishing to flee from the Northt. Also con­
tains section on subversion. 
Violations of the Geneva A reements b 
the Viet-Minh Communists, from Jul 19 9 to June 
19 O, Saigon, July 19 O ,  pp . ,  plates . 
Vietnam, U .S .  Embassy. Viet Minh Violations of the 
Geneva .Annistic Agreement . Washington (1955?) 
(n.p .) 
State of Vietnam accuses the DRV of having 
violated the Geneva Agreements on three grounds ! 
firstly, by retaining agents in South Vietnam, 
despite technical withdrawal of its troops ; 
secondly, by building up its military forces in 
the North; and thirdly, by obstructing people who 
wish to from fleeing to the Southt. Annexes 
containing testimony of refugees . 
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Wason Vo Nguyen Giap. On . t�e Implementations of the 
DS557 Geneva .Agreements; Ex:cerpt from a report at t�e 
A7V87 fourth session of the National Assembly, March 
1955 .. Hanoi, FtPH, 1955, .51 pp.
Giap claims the DRV has abided strictly by
the terms of the Geneva Agreement, but that this 
has not been the case with South Vietnam. 
Wason "We shall carry out all the Geheva Conference 
DS7 01+ agreements'', People's China, 16 ( August 1954 ) ,  · P4 3�5. . · 
Words and Deeds in South Vietnam. Hanoi, FLPH, 
.1956, 68 PP • 
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'
H Zykov, S. "The problem of Vietnam unification", 
1 New Times, X!V 16l. (April 1956) , 8�11. 
N53+ 
2 . 22 . refugees and religious persecution 
. . . : ' . 
BR Crane) · Robert I. · •· ttDilerrinia in . · :Indochina"; The·· 
1 c543++ Christian Century ( May 25, 1955) . 
HG "Ho's small. mercies":, 'lljlE:3 Economist, 175 (May 2·8,
11 1955),  754. . ·. . · · -
EJ.9++ DRV' s offer t_o · extend the deadline for·l
refugees.lleaving the North by one month. 
Wason 11 Les debats su;r l '  Indbchine a 1 1 Asseniblee 
DS531 Nationalett , France-Asia, 104-105 (January--..
F81 February 1955.), 370-386 . 
:·lThe discussions, almost verbatim, in the 
Assemoly concerning , such1• topics as the: evacua� 
·tion of Cathdlics from· North Vietnam. ' · 
( Anonymous) . 11 L 1 eglise au Viet-Nam'' , Le Bulletin 
des Missions, XX III, No. 1 and 2 (1949). 
. . . 
JV Naidenoff, · · Georges :·. · ttMigratio·n
i 
creates upheaval in 
·6oo6 Vietnam churc· h11 , Migration News. Stun.iilarized in ·
M63 the Far Eastern Di�est, 109/110 (April-May 1956 ).  
(only 1958 - Regar,ding . exodus. ot Catholics from, the ·l· . •· · :• .• . , ,·and 1959 in North. 
CUL) 
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O ' tConnor, Rev. Patrick. "Vietnam, A Ravaged Vine­
yard" , World Mission (Spring 1955) ,  18-20. 
Regarding Catholics in Vietnam. 
Wason Paquette, Denis. "Religious persecution in North 
BV3410 Vietnam" , Asia, 12 (January 1960) ,  11-18 . 
C5J6+ 
Wason Tran minh Tiet. Histoire des persecutions au Viet­
BVJJ25 Nam. Paris, 1955, 272 pp . ,  illus . ,  maps . 
A5T77 Historical survey of the foundation and de­
velopment of Catholic missions in Vietnam by the 
former President of the League of Catholics in 
Dong-Ha, Vietnam. Although written for school 
children of 12-15 age level, nevertheless the 
final chapter, on the treatment of the Catholic 
community by the DRV since 1954, contains some 
useful facts and figures on the size and geo­
graphical location of the Catholic population in 
North Vietnam. Also includes brief section on 
the Catholic exodus to South Vietnam. 
2 . J .  other conferences 
Wason Abdulgani, Ruslan. "Ideological background of the 
DSl Asian-African Conference" , United Asia, VII 
U58+ (March 1955) , 43-55. 
Wason Asian-African Conference , Joint Secretariat . Who ' s  
DS35 Whot. Djakarta, Indonesia, 291 pp, ( 1955? ) .  
A8W6 Pp. 275-279 givet· brief biographies of the 
five North Vietnam delegates who attended the 
Bandung Conference .  
Wason Kahin, G. McT. The Asian-African Conference, 
DSJ5 Bandung, Indonesia, April 1955t. Ithaca, New 
A8A8 York, Cornell University Press, 1956, VII,
1955 88 pp . 
Contains references to North Vietnam, and 
includes mention of North Vietnam' s  verbal 
assurance of non-interference in Cambodia and 
Laos and text of Pham Van Dong ' s  written agree­
ment that differences between the Laotian 
government and the Pathet Lao were an internal 
question to be solved by the Laotians 
themselves. 
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Wason Chang I. ttThe Chinese and Vietnamese people are 
DS701+ brothersn, Peopier� China, 14 (July 1955 ) ;  . . .P4 3�. 
Wason Chang, Chi-Yun. nsino-Vietnamese cultural rela­
DS701++ tions", China Today-, 2 (Dece!hber 1959), 21-25. 
.. ' .C5T6J 
Wason Chin Fen. UHo Chi Minh in Peking", Peop;,_e • s  
DS701+ China, 15 (August 1955 ), 23�25 . 
P4 
Wason "China-Vietnam negotiations••, People 1· s China, 
.DS701+ 14 (July 1954), 38 .. 
P4 
. . 
Film 288 "Chou asks .for. Vietnam' talk.SoU ' New York Times, 
(January 31, 1956) 0 
"Congratulatory �as�ages t<;> Vie�nam Lao Dong
.Party;-· North, V:teti?,$m••, Jl>RSo7,iJ3 ,  Pecen1be·r · 
. 22, 1960• .· .Mo · e·ntrt ·1961 :· 4593 ;i· ·10 pp .·
Speeches of the Soviet and Communist 
China delegates to the September 1960 third· 
congress of. the Lao Dq.ng )?arty• . 
Wason "Theo. eternal friendship ·o.f th.e peoples of China 
DS701 and Vietnam", China Pictorial, 7 (July 1955 ), 
C5P61 2-35. 
Wason ''Further development of friendship between China..
DS701+ and Vietnam", People . , s China, 2 (January 1955 ) ;  
38 . 
·o= . .· .Wason Honey, P .. J .  ttPha.tn v�opong' soT�urir, China 
DS701 Quarterly, 8 (October-December 1961) ,  42�44 . 
C5Qll 
Nl Hurdo' Volney n� . .  ''Feki�ng-�V;i.E!ltminh rift rumored'!o' 
Mass The Christian Sq:i;ence Morii tor • (Mar.ch 9, 1954 ) .  · 
C56+ 
Kiselev, . I .o. N,. · '�Soviret· :. soi.�nt:i.sts ·ovisit D�mocratic 
Republic of Vietnam",' JPR.so· 9004,' . March 31, 1961 .  
MC entry 1961 : 15203, 6 pp.
Visit of th� Soviet delegation to the DRV to 
help plan taskso· in �oient·ific work being carried 
68 
out during the Five-Year Plan and over the 1960-
75 fifteen year period. Gives its recommendations. 
Major Political Treaties and Agreements between 
Communist Countries. Dept. of State, Bureau of 
Intelligence and Research, Intelligence Report 
No. 8264, May 20, 1960. 
Page 84 lists dates of diplomatic and cultural 
agreements between the DRV and countries of the 
Communist bloc between 1950-mid 1959. 
Wason "Pham Van Dong visits Peking" , People's China, 17 
DS701+ (September 1954)o, 38. 
P4 
H "President Ho Chi Minh answers questions of the 
1 'New Times '  editorn, New Times, XIII 31 (July 
N53+ 1955) , 8-9 . 
On relations with China and Russia. 
Wason President Ho Chi Minh's Friendly Visits. Hanoi,
DS557 Vietnam Pictorial, 1959 (n.p.), illus . ,  maps.
A7 (Also version in French in CUL.)
P933+ Contains photographs and maps of Ho's visit 
to Peking and Moscow in July 1955, his tour of 
the Communist bloc in mid-1957, and trip to 
India and Burma in February 1958. 
Wason President Ho Chi Minh 's  Friendl Visit to the 
DS557 People's Republic o Albania, August 19 7. 
A7P931 Hanoi,oFLPH, 1958, 25 pp. , illus. , map. .
Trip made by Ho Chi Minh and other members 
of the Lao Dong Party to various countries of 
the Communist bloc in July-August 1957. Ho ' s  
visit to the People's Republic of Albania lasted 
from August 9-13, 1957. Texts of speeches and 
communiques issued during the course of the 
visit. 
Wason President Ho Chi Minh ' s  Friendly Visit to the 
DS557 Peo le ' s  Re ublic of Bul aria August 1957. 
A7P932 Hanoi, FI.PH, 19 , 27 pp., illuso. ,  map. 
Texts of speeches and communiques issued ·
during Ho's visit to the People's Republic of 
Bulgaria between August 13-17, 1957. 
Wason President Ho Chi Minh's Friendly Visit to the 
DS557 Hungarian People ' s  Republic, August 1957. 
A7P93 Hanoi, FLPH, 1958, 27 pp . ,  illus.o, map. 
Texts of speeches and communiques issued 
during the course of Hoo1 s visit to the 
1957 
JX 
1917 
5305� .  
N53+ 
Hungarian People's Republic from August 1-5, 
1957 0 
"President Ho Chi Minh of North Vietnam (State 
Guest of Indonesia) u ;  ·lIndonesian ,Spectator, J 
(March 1,  1959), 15-165. 
Wason President Ho Chi Minh' s  Visit to Indonesia, 
DS557 February 27-March �, -1959� Hanoi, FLPH , 1959,
A7P34 129 pp., illus . ,  map. · 
Speeches, communiques and adulatory press 
reports issued during the course of Ho's visit 
to Indonesia between the above dates. 
President Ho Chi Minh's Visit to the Republic of 
Irtdialand the Union of Burma;l, February 4-17,
19550 Hanoi, FLPH, 1958, 131 pp. 
Prime Ministers J.• Nehru'$ and U Nu 1 s Visit to
·lHanoi. Hanoi, FLPH, 1955-. 
H "Replies of President Ho Chi Minh", New Times, 
l XV . 36 .(September 1957), 5 .  
\ .N53+ 
JK Shen Yu Dai. "Peking and Indochina's Destinyn, 
l Western Political Q�arterly, V.II 3 (September 
W52+ 1956). 
756 
Slusser, Robert M. , and T riska, Jan F. A -
Calendar of Soviet Treaties, 19175�1957 .- Stan­
ford, Stanford University Press, 1959, xii, 
Includes all major political, diplomatic, 
economic and cultural treatie_s negotiated by the 
USSR with DRV since 1950. 
H "The SoViet Unibril·and Viet Nam", New Times,· 6· 
1 (February 1950) , 1-2 0 
N53• 
H "Soviet-Vietnamese friertdshipn, . New Times, XIII 30 
1 {July 1955), 3�5 ..
N53+ 
H ''Success.es of the Vietnatne�e people; report on the 
l exhibition ·of the DRV i'n Moscow", New Ti.mes, 
XIV 37 (September. 1956 ) ,  15.;.16 .. 
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Aubrey, Henry G. "'Sino-Soviet aid to South and 
Southeast Asia", World Politics, 12 (October 
1959), 62-70. 
"Chinese aid to North Vietnam (articles) ", JPRS 
3057, March 10, 1960. MC entry 1960: 5602, 
11 pp. 
Three articles conveying thanks to Communist 
China for aid given to the DRV, together with 
descriptions of some of the goods that are pro­
duced in North Vientam through Chinese aid and 
training of Vietnamese technicians. No tables or 
statistical breakdowns. 
"Communist China 's economic aid to other countriesn,
Intelligence Information Brief, State Dept., 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research No . 375,
February 20, 1961, 6 pp . 
Table listing dates and amounts of aid given 
by the Chinese to other conntries, including
North Vietnam, since the beginning of its foreign 
aid program in 1953. Includes brief commentary. 
"Cooperation between Chinese and Vietnamese rail­
road engineers", People I s China, 6 (March 1955), 
39. 
Concerning the railroad to China. 
Durdin, Tillman. "Hanoi hails Peiping pact", New 
York Times (July 13, 1955). 
"Foreign Trade of the USSR", 1) 1957 (statistical
survey), JPRS 526-D, February 17, 1959, 291 pp. 
MC entry 1959 : 4973; 2) nForeign Trade of the 
USSR, rt (statistical survey) , JPRS 1087-D, 
December 30, 1959. MC entry 1960: 1914, 235 pp.
1) Statistical survey put out by the Economic 
Planning Administration, Ministry of Foreign
Trade, USSR. Includes figures for commodity trade 
of the USSR with DRV in millions of rubles for 
exports and imports. Very detailed breakdown given. 
2) Similar figures for 1957 and 1958 (pp. 
165-168). 
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"Foreign trade of the USSR with other Socialist 
countriestt , JPRS 969-D, October 19, 19595. MC  
entry 19595: 17541, 239 pp.
Section on trade .oof the USSR with the DRV 
(pp. 230-239) . Very useful compact survey of 
trade and aid from USSR with dates and figures 
for 1954 onwardso. The article suggests that 
trade relations between the two countries, prior
to this date, were virtually non-existent .  
Articles produced under the auspices of the 
Scientific Market Research Institute of the 
USSR, Ministry of Foreign Trade, Moscow. 
· 
HG "Ho's begging bowl", The Economist, 176 (July 2,
ll 1955) , 18 . 
Kl.9+ On Ho Chi Minh's delegation to Russia and 
China to seek economic aido. 
HG "Ho gets Burmese rice 11 , The Economist, 176 (.Septem­
11 ber 24, 1955), 1022-10235. 
EJ.9++ 
rice ·
famine. 
H "Joint communique of the Soviet government and the 
1 government of the Democratic Republic of Viet­
N53+ nam", New Times, XIII 30 (July 1955), supplement . 
PR ttPeaceful competition", The New Statesman and · 
1307 Nation, 53 ( May 18, 1957), 627-628. 
N27 A comment on U .S .  and Soviet aid to Vietnam,
noting that North Vietnam is developing much 
faster than the South with one-third the amount 
of foreign aid. 
H "President Ho Chi Minh answers questions of the 
1 ' New Times' editor", New Times, XIII 31 (Ju.J.y-
1955), 8-95. 
Relations with China and Russia. 
"Selected newspaper articles on bloc assistance to 
North Vietnamtt, JPRS (NY) 1593, May 18, 1959. 
MC  entry 1959: 13025, 8 pp.
First article, by Ton Due Thang, in his 
capacity as Chairman of the Vietnam-USSR Friend­
ship Association, lists enterprises which have 
been established with aid from the USSR and from 
China. A second article gives details of aid 
from East Germany since 1954, and projects for 
which this has been used. 
On Russia's sending 150, 000 tons of Burmese 
to North Vietnam to relieve the current 
S715++ 
72 
H "Soviet aid to Vietnam11 , New Times, XV 22 (May 1957 ) , 
1 31. 
N5J+ 
DK 11Stay of Ho Chi Minh, president of the Vietnamese 
1 Democratic Republic, in the USSR", Soviet Union, 
8 (August 1955), 2-3. 
H Strel ' nikov, B. nThe road to friendship", New 
1 Times, XI II 8 (February 1955), 26-28 • .  
N5J+ On the railroad linking North Vietnam with 
Communist China. 
Wason "Through-train service in operation between China 
DS701+ and Vietnam", People's China, 17 (September 1955) ,  
P4 39. 
Nl Walker, Gordon. "Peking nails link-up from Hanoi 
Mass to Tibet11, Christian Science Monitor (March 3,
c56+ 1955). 
GENERAL 
- Overall Works, Yearbooks, Chronologies, etc. 
The Achievements Duri.ng 1$ Y�ars of Our Regime. .
Hanoi, FLPH, 1961. 
Wason Brimmell, J. H. Communi�m in  Southeast Asia: A 
HX63 Politicai Analysis, Issues uiide� the auspices of 
A8B85 the Royal Institute of International Affairs, 
London, New York, Toronto; Oxford University 
Press, 1959, 415 pp., maps, select bibliog.,
indexoo 
Brief sE;:ction (ppoo 176�185) outlining the 
rise of the Vieto.- Minh, establishment of the Pro­
visional. Government of the DRV in 1 945, the 
Chinese Nationalist occupation and outbreak of 
renewed hostilities with the French. A further 
section (pp. · 2·94� JO�} cotters·o· ttle 1945�54 war", and -
inciudes material on- the Viet Minho1 s rel�tions 
with Laos and Cambodia, emergence of the Lao Dong 
Party .oand developments in North Vietnam since the 
Geneva Confe+enee. A useful brief recapitulation. 
Wason Butwell, Richard. tt_Commllllist liaison in  Southeast 
DSl Asian, United Asia· ( June 1954) . 
U58+ 
"A Chronicle of principal events relating to the 
Indo-China question, 1940-54ir, World Culture, 
Peking (1954)o. 
• . •l• •Wason Collect:i.ve Defencfe in South Ba.$t Asia, the Manila 
DS518.l Treaty and Its Implications. A report by a 
R88 Chatham House Study Group, London and New York,
Royal Institute of International Affairs, Ox.ford 
University Press, · 1956, . 197 pp., maps.
One chapter devoted to Irtdo-China giving a 
brief ·outline on the rise of the Viet Minh, the 
1945-46 interlude, the war with France, the 1954 
Geneva Agreements, and d(;!velopment� inoVietnam .
·ofrom 1954�56o. The s�bject is viewed p�imarily as 
the establishmento- of the DRV and its entrance into 
the world Communist bloc affected the military· 
position in Southeast Asia in general and hence 
the establishment of SEATOo . ' 
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The Rebels: A Study of Post-War 
Boston, Beacon Press, 1960, 
D
843 
Crozier, Brian. 
Insurrections. 256 pp.
· An inquiry into the origins and causes of 
major armed insurrections since the end of the 
second World War. Vietnam is one of the countries 
given brief analysis. 
AP The Current Di est of the Soviet Press (Washington, 
50 D. C. . Published by The Joint Committee on 
C97+ Slavic Studies, approved by the .American Council 
of Learned Societies and the Social Science Re­
search Council. 
The series begins in February 1949, and these 
issues are well worth checking. Many contain 
items of interest to those studying the Communist 
movement in Vietnam. 
Davis, Harold. "Twelve years of Vietnamese history", 
In Defence of Peace, 79 (December 1957), 49-56. 
Wason llle Democratic Republic of Viet Nam. Hanoi, FLPH,
DS557 1960, 159 pp., illus. , fold. col. map. 
A7D38 A ·useful official compendium turned out by the 
government of the DRV on political, economic and 
social developments in North Vietnam since Geneva, 
with figures and statistical tables. [Also an 
edition in French in CUL/Wason DS557/A7R42Jo. 
' 
The Democratic Re
E
ublic of Vietnam is 15 Years Old. 
Hanoi, FLPH, 19 1. 
Wason Devillers, P.  Histoire du Vietnam de 1940 a 1952 . 
DS557 Paris, Editions du Seuil, 1952, 473 pp., maps. 
A5051 A comprehensive and scholarly study. Probably
the best work in French on the 1945-1952 period, 
and particularly valuable on the immediate post­
war years. 
Wason Duong Chau o The Seventeenth Parallel. Saigon,
DS550 Cong Dan Publishing Company, 1958, vii, 164 pp. 
D92 The Viet Minho1 s seizure of power in 1945, the 
1958 Chinese Nationalist occupation and outbreak of 
war with the French in 1946, and the course of 
the war up to the Geneva Conference as viewed by 
an anti-French but also anti-Viet Minh writer, 
himself originally from North Vietnam. Interesting
sidelights on the relations between the Viet Minh 
and various Vietnam Nationalist groups in the 
1945-46 period, and on relations between Ho and 
the KMT occupation forceso. 
• • 
40 
HX 
E16 
75 
Ebon, Martin. World Communism Today. New York,
Whittlesey House (1948), 536 pp.
Brief section (pp. 388-392) on Communist 
influence in Vietnamlo 
Embree, John F e ,  and Thomas, William L. , Jr. 
Ethnic Map and Gazetteer of Northern Southeast 
Asia. New Haven, Yale University, Southeast 
Asia Studies, 1950. 
Emerson, Rupert. Representative Government in 
Southeast Asia. With supplementary chapters by 
Willard H. Elsbree and Virginia Thompson. Issued 
under the auspices of the Institute of Pacific 
Relations, Cambridge, Mass. , Harvard University 
Press, 1955, 197 pp.
· Very brief section on the Communist orienta­
tion of the Ho Chi Minh regime and of the ·lprospects
facing the North in 1955, together with 3½ pages
by Virginia Thompson on the evolution of local 
government in the Viet-Minh controlled areas dur­
ing the 1945-54 period. 
. . 
• 
• I • • • ' •• \ 
DU Fairbairn, G. ttThe Viet Minh", .Australian Outlook, 
80 9 (1955) ,  43�49. 
A94 An appraisal of Viet Minh success, with a 
brief history of the development and rise to 
power of the Viet Minh, to gether with examples · 
of its tactics and methods.· 
Wason Fall, Bernard B. The Viet-Minh regime; government­
JQ815 and administration in the Democratic Republic of 
Fl9+ Vietnam. Ithaca, New York, Dept. of Far Eastern 
Studies, Cornell University; issued jointly with 
the Institute of Pacific Relations, 1954, ix,
143 pp., illus. , maps, bibliog. ( Cornell 
University, Dept •l. of Far - Eastern Studies, South­
·east Asia Program, nata Paper no. 14).· 
An analysis of the structure and functioning 
of the government of the DRV from 1945 up to 
1954 shortly before the holding of the Geneva 
Conference. Contains useful �aterial on local 
administration, on the organization of the 
Vietnam People ' ls Army and on the early phases of 
land reform inl.lthe DRV, and includes listings of 
the various cabinets of the Ho�chi-Minh government
and clearly outlined maps showing_ protrincial
boundaries, military zones,l· etc. Much of the 
material is based on confidential sources made · 
·available to thel··author while in Vietnam. 
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1956 
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Fall, Bernard B .  The Viet-Minh regime ; government 
and administration in the Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam. Rev. and enl. ed. i ssued jointly with 
the Southeast Asia Program, Cornell University. 
New York, Institute of Pacific Relations , 1956,
xi, 196 pp . ,  illus . ,  maps,  bibliog. 
Revised edition of the above including an 
analysis of the Geneva Conference plus a useful 
appendix giving the text of the December 1953 
land reform decreet. 
• Le Viet Minh; la Rfpublique Democratique _
d_u_V_i-et-Nam, 1945�1960 (Pr€face de Paul Mus).
Paris , Librairie Armand Colin, 1960, xi, 376 pp . ,  
illust. ( Cahiers de La Fondation Nationale des 
Sciences Politiques ,t· 106)
Probably the most comprehensive work on North 
Vietnam available in a Western language publica­
tion, based on Dr. Fall' s  earlier works cited 
abovet. Covers the administrative affairs, foreign 
relations, economic and intellectual develop­
ments of the DRV. Fully illustrated, with maps, 
tables, useful bibliographical notes and a gen­
eral. bibliography. Text of the new constitution 
of January 1960 given as an appendix. 
Foreign Broadcasting Information Service. Daily
Reports, Washington, D. C.  
Includes translations of  monitored radio 
broadcasts from Hanoi which provide an invalu­
able source of information about the DRV ' s  
activities and policies. 
Hannner, Ellen J. "Parties and politics in Viet Nam", 
Foreign Affairs Reports, II, not. 12 . Published 
by the Indian Council of World Affairs in co­
operationt·twith the Asian Relations Organization. 
Delhi , December 1953 , pp . 145-158 0 
Brief historical survey of the rise of the 
nationalist movement in Viet Nam and of the Viet 
Minh' s  role as leader of  the movement. 
____ • The Struggle for Indochina. Published 
under the auspices of the Institute of Pacific 
Relationst. Stanford, Stanford University Press, 
1954, 342 pp. , maps, bibliog .  
Comprehensive work tracing Communist activi­
ties in Indochina through 1953t. Analyses the rise 
of the nationalist movement in Vietnam, the 
foundation of the Viet Minh, the Viet Minh 
� 
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K12 
assumption of power in August 1945, the return of 
the French, the Chinese Nationalist occupation, 
outbreak of war and the Viet Minhi1 s decisive 
shift into the Communist camp o One of the 
classic works giving overall coverage of this 
period. Contains material from the National 
Library in Paris not utilized by other writersl. 
Wason Hammer, Ellen Jo The Struggle for I:p.dochina Con­
DS550 tinues :  Geneva to Bandira• stanford, Stanford 
H22S91 University
1
Press, 1955, 0 pp. 
Brief follow-up of Dr . Hammeri' s  previous 
volumei. Discusses the Genev� Agreements and in­
cludes section on the problems facing North 
Vietnam after Geneva in the administrative and 
economic apheresio 
Wason Honey, P .  J. Qintroduoing the Democratic Republic 
DS70l of Vietnam" ., Chin.a.Ne� Anal�
s:i'.s, .389 (15 September,
C.5N542+ 1961) ; 401 :. (15 December,i· 19 1) f 412 (16 March,
1961) ; 426 (22 June, ·1962) .  
Quarterly series of reports on North Vietnam 
by P .  � - Honey, lectwer in V�etnamese at the 
f
London School cf Oriental and .Afr·ican Studies .  · . . ' ' · . • . .  ! .. 
' 
JQ96 
Klein, Wells C . ,  and Weiner, Marjorie,  "Vietnam" . 
In Kahin, George McTurna.n (ed. ) ,  Governments and 
· Politics .  ot Soµth�ast· A,t,�a, Pt. V: Vietnam. 
Published under the auspic•es of the Southeast 
Asia Program, Cornell Univer•sity, Cornell Univer­
sity Press ,  Ithaca, New York, 1959, pp . 315-417 , 
maps, bibliog. 
Two sections cover developments in the DRV. 
Pages 328-341 discuss the period from 1945-19$4, 
including the Chinese Nationalist occupation, 
the extension of Viet Minh influence in North 
Vietnam and the conduct of the war with the 
French fromi·inecemberi• i946-July 1954 . Pages 388-
411 outline political and economic developments 
in North Vietnam since 1954. A useful overall 
survey. 
Wason Le Thanh Khoi� Le Viet-Nam; histoire et civilisa­
DS54l tions le milieu et l1histoirei. Paris, Les 
L43 !a!t!ons de Minuit, l955, maps, tables,  bibliog. 
Very good o'omprehensive :work, on Vietnam 
from ancient times up to 1955. Contains a final 
chapter on events in Vietnam since 1945. 
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Wason Masson, Andre. Histoire du Vietnam (Nouv. ed.) . 
DS557 Paris, Presses Universitaires de France, 1960,
A6M41 128 ppo,  illus., maps. (Coll. Que sais-jel? 
1960 Le point des connaissances actuelles, 398.) 
'!he author's earlier Histoire de Ll1 Indo­
chine (published in 1950 ) brought up to date by 
the addition of a chapter (pp. 112-124 ) on the 
DRV from 1945-54. Very brief survey of the out­
break and conduct of the war. 
HX Morris, Bernard S., and Watnick, Morris.  ncurrent 
1 Comrnuriist strategy in non-industrialized 
P96+ countries' t, Problems of Communism, IV, No. 5 
(September-October 1955), 1-=6. 
Excellent review of neo-Maoism. 
Mosely, Philip E. "Soviet policy and the revolutions 
in Asiatt, Annals of the A:tnerican Acade
r.: 
of Politi­
cal and Social Science, 276 (July 19515. 
Wason Nguyen Kien Giang. Les Grandes Dates du Parti de 
JQ929 la Classe Ouyri�r� du Viet Nam. Hanoi, Editions 
A8V66 en Langue s Etrangeres, 1960, 76 pp• , ill us . , two· 
1960 fold. maps. 
Chronology put out by the Lao Dong Party. 
Useful in helping to pinpoint certain specific 
dates. 
Wason Payne, Pierre S. The Revolt of Asia. London, Victor 
Gollancz, 1948,  312 pp.
Includes section on the Vietnam independence 
movement which contains a brief biography of Ho 
Chi Minh� 
Royal Institute of International Affairs. Documents 
on International Affairs and Surveys on Internation­
al Affairs. Oxford University Press. 
and 
442 
Series of vo lumes of documents and surveys on 
international affairs which include texts of cer­
tain documents and analytical material pertaining 
to the DRV. Specific years should be checked. 
Included among items to be found for the years 
covered by this bibliography are the 1951 Mani­
festo and Program of the Lao Dong Party, together
with documents on the Geneva Conference and on 
the Sino-Vietnam and Soviet-Vietnam aid agree­
ments of July 195550 
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463 pp . 
Wason Sacks, Milton. "The strategy ·or Communism in 
DS501 Southeast Asiatt, Pacific Affairs, XXIII, No. 3 
Pll (September 1950). 
Sand, J .  W. The Viet Minh Movement . M.oA .  
Thesis, University of California (Berkeley),
1952. 
Wason "Southeast Asia and Communism: the psychological 
HF41+ effort of the Communists in Southeast Asia in 
F22 1956", Far Easterµ Economic Review (January 17-
24, 1957), 75-79, 103-110. 
Summary of Principal Events in the History of 
Vietnamo Department of State, Bureau of In­
telligence and Research, Research Memorandum 
RFE-14, Washington, January 10, 1962, 23 pp . 
Although largely relati.ng to South Vietnam, 
certain of the dates cited ih this chronology 
pertain to the · North. 
Wason Tongas, Ge"rard o J 1 ai vefcu dans L' enfer Communiste 
DS557 au Nord Vie�-N� et., j ' ai: qho�si _la. libert?'. 
A7T66 Paris., Les Nouve11·es• br�sse, 1960;· Editioris De. .. . . 
M. Tongas , a French historian who was 
originally sympathetic towards the DRV, but who 
latero· ·became disillusion·ed with the regime and 
· r·eturned to .France in 1960, givesoa first-hand · 
account of life in North Vietnam since the time 
of the Geneva Conference. Included are sectionso.
on a wide variety of topics, covering political,
economic and cultural developments, foreign·
relations, information on the Party leadership, 
etco While the book is somewhat marred by the 
author ' s  marked biasses which tend to detract 
from its scholarly value, nevertheless the work 
contains a wealth of first-hand information 
unavailable elsewhere, and i·s hence of considerable 
.· 
importancei. 
anniversary of ·the DRV , on September 2, 1960 
outlin· ·ing the progress made in the political,
economic and cultural sphere in·othe DRV since 
1945 . 
Nam 19 -19 o. Hanoi, H · 9 .l?o, 129 PP · 
Speeches by Ho Chi Minh; Truong Chinh and 
Pham Van Dong on the occasion·oof the 15th 
80 
Wason Vandenbosch, A . , and Butwell, R .  Southeast Asia 
DS518. 1  Among the World Powers .  Lexington, University 
V22 of Kentucky Press, 1957 , 336 pp . 
Contains a chapter on Indochina with a brief 
section on the 1946-54 war and on post-Geneva 
developments in North Vietnam. 
Wason Viet-Nam; A Sketch. Hanoi, FLPH, 1956 , 24 pp . ,  
DS557 illus . , map . 
A5V65 Very brief survey of the geography, history, 
cultural and economic development o f  Vietnam as 
put ·tforward by the DRV, with stress on the 
iniquities of French rule and of the Diem regime 
in the Southt. Includes a useful map showing the 
autonomous regions of North Vietnam. 
JI '!he Year Book of World Affairst. London, Stevens. 
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(World Culture) , 1954. 
Communist China • s  view of development in 
Indochina from 1940-195450 A chronology, useful 
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interesting section on the KMT troops pushed out 
over the DRV border by CGP troops in 1949. 
Democratic Republic of Vietnam 1945-1960 : Im­
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90 ppo ,  illus., 
Collection of extracts from newspapers, 
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the Communist regime in North Vietnam o 
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R39 French source comparing Vietnamese and 
North African revolutionary activities. Written 
in a journalistic vein. 
H "Replies of President Ho Chi Minh", New Times, XV 
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F81 A discussion of the events of August 1945 
and the accession of the Viet Minh to power. 
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internationaux et Lutte des classes au Viet­
Namo. Paris, Publications de la IVe Inter­
nationale, 83 pp . (Marxisme et colonies). 
A Leftist, but anti-Communist treatment 
of events in Indochina. 
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colonisation frari1aise au triet�Nam. Hanoi, 
1945, 154 pp. 
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DS557 Bombay, People ' s  Publishing House, Ltd., 1947, 
A7B21 7 9 pp. , illus • , map • 
Prepared on the occasion of the Asian 
Relations Conference held in New Delhi in 1947. 
Brief resume of Vietnamese history described from 
a strongly anti-French standpoint, together with 
a short coverage of reforms claimed to have been 
carried out by the D RV since 194 5 .  Text of the 
November 8,  1946 Constitution added as an 
appendix . 
Wason Blanchet, Andre. Au pays des balila jaunes; rela-
DS 550 tions do1 un corres ondant de uerre en Indochine. 
B64 Saint - Etienne, orian, 19o·7, 2 2 PP o, plates, 
maps.o,
A French war correspondent's dispatches and 
features from September 1945-March 1946, from the 
time of the Viet Minh's assumption of power until 
the Preliminary Agreement between the Viet Minh 
and France of March 1946. 
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DS557 Revolution of August 1945 . Hanoi, FLPH, 1960, 
A7B82 99 pp. (Also an edition in French in CUL entitled 
1960 Brison nos fersoo )
Documents on the seizure of power by the 
Viet Minh in 1945, and on the ways in which the 
organization extended and consolidated its control 
during the 1945/46 periodo. Includes full texts 
of the Declaration of Independence and of the 
Address to the People made by the Provisional Gov­
errunent of September 1945. 
Brenier, Henrio. France and Viet-Nam: A rejoinder 
to the Vietnam ·overnment (Ho-Chi-Minh) am hlet 
Temoignages et documents fran
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ais relatifs la 
colonisation fran · aise au Vie -Nam. Paris,
August 1,o 19o7, 2 pp o ,  processed. 
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Celerier, .oPierre o Menaces sur le Vietnam. Saigon,
Dnprimerie do1 Extreme - Orient, 1950, 295 pp.
One of the most useful books extant on the 
period covering the Chinese nationalist occupation 
of September 1945 - March 1946, the relations be­
tween the French and the Viet Minh from March 1945 -
December 1946, the outbreak of war and the ttBao 
Dai Solutiontt . 
Wason Dang Chan Lieu. "Annamese nationalism", Pacific 
DS501 Affairs, 20 (March 1947), 61-66·. 
Pll Traces the history of the nationalist move­
ment in Vietnam, with details on the various 
political factions :involved. 
French Press and Information Service, New York 
Bureau, France and the Viet-Nam, No. 684E, n.d. 
(1946 ?) 0 
French view of the December 19, 1946 attack 
by the Viet Minh units against the French which 
precipitated the outbreak of waro. Also contains 
message from Ho Chi Minh to Le'on Blum, plus full 
text of the Modus Vivendi between the French and 
the DRV of September i4, 1946. 
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Hertrich, Jean-Michel. Doe-Lapo! L'Independance ou 
la mort ! Paris, 1946 .--------------
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A5159 Conflict according to official documentsoo 
Gen�ve, Editions du Milieu du Mende (1947) , 
63 pp . ,  illus. , maps.
· Relations between France and Vietnam from 
World War II through to 1947 as viewed by the 
French side, Ho Chi Minh ' s  claim of having a 
government built on a broad nationalist base is 
firmly denied, and elimination of representatives 
of opposition parties outlined. Also includes 
texts of the Franco-Vietnam Convention of March 
6, 1946 and of the Modus Vivendi of September 
1946 0 
Wason I saacs; Harold R. (ed.). New Cycle in Asia ; 
DS518.l Selected Documents on Ma or International De­
I86 velopments in the Far East, 19 J-19 7 o  Issued 
under the auspices of the I·nternational 
Secretariat, I nstitute of Pacific Relations,
New York, The Macmillan Company, 1947 , 212 pp. 
Contains chapter on Indochina giving texts 
of six major declarations and agreements passed 
between March 1945 and January 1947. These in­
clude the declaration of the French Government 
concerning Indochina of March 23, 1945 , Bao 
·nai I s abdiction statement, the Declaration of 
Independence of the Republic of Vietnam (the 
name given to the regime set up by the Viet Minh 
in 1945), the Sino-French Agreement of February 
1946 regarding the withdrawal of KMT troops, the 
ttPreliminary Agreementn between France and Viet­
nam of March 1946, and the Declaration of the 
Vietnam Government on the FI·aneo-Vietnam Conflict 
of January 6, 1947 G 
Wason • No Peace for Asiao New York, The Mac­
-m 1-1_ Company, 1947, 295 
Contains section on the conditions prevailing 
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in Indochina at the end of 1945 when the French 
succeeded in restoring their control over Cochin­
China with the aid of the British, while the new 
DRV led by Ho Chi Minh was faced with the Chinese 
Nationalist occupation of Tonkinoo Harold I saacs, 
then a reporter for Newsweek, shows a sympathetic 
attitude towards the demands of Vietnam nationalism. 
Wason Jones, F. G . ,  Barton, H . ,  and Pearn, B .  R. The 
DS518. l Far East, 1942-19465. I ssued under the auspices 
of the Royal I nstitute of International Affairs, 
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London, Oxford University Press, 1955, XIV, 
589 pp o , maps . ( Survey of International Affairs, 
1939-46)
Short section (pp . 258-273 ) on events in 
Vietnam from August 1945-December 1946, including 
information on the activities of the Viet Minh 
during the period of the KMT occupation, and on 
relations of France with Vietnam. 
Lucien. "Quelques etapes de la revolution au Nam-Bo 
du Viet-Nam", Quatri�me Internationale ( September-
October 1947 ) ,  41-48t. 
Martin, F. Heures tr
�
iques au Tonld.n. Paris , 
Berger-Levrault, 19 , XXIII , 285 pp . ,  maps . 
Contains an analysis of the events which took 
place in Indochina from the time of the Japanese 
ousting the French from the peninsula in March 
1945 up to March 1946t0 Detailed information on 
a relatively poorly-covered period, described 
from a pro-French standpointt. 
Marx:i.sme et colonies - Mouvement nationaux et lutte 
des classes au Viet Nam. Paris , rvlme Inter­
nationale Publications, 1947t. 
Treatment of the situation in Indochina by 
a supporter of the Trotskyi te wing of the 
Communist movement in Vietnam. 
Mus , Paul . Le Viet Nam cpez l_ui. Parist Centre 
z,d 1 Etudes de Politique Etrang�re [1946j, 58 pp . 
An attempt to chart the basis of reconcila­
tion between France and the Vietnamese national­
ist movement. . 
11 The Nationalist movement in Indot-China", The World 
Today, 3 ( June 1947 ) ,  268-277. 
Nguyen van Luyen. Le Viet-Nam, Une cause de la 
paix. Hanoi, 1945t. 
A statement of the aims and desires of the 
Nationalists and a plea for recognition of the 
justice of Vietnam' s  struggle for independence 
plus a short section on the history of nationalist 
movements in Vietnam. 
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Sacks, I .  Milton.. "Marxism in Viet Namn . In 
Trages, Frank ( ed . ) ,  Marxism in Southeast Asia: 
A ·stu of four oountries . Stanford, Stanford 
University Press, 19 9, pp . 102-170. 
Traces the rise of the Communist movement in 
Vietnam up through the post-1954 phase. While the 
main part of this chapter deals with the pre-1945 
era, there is  also a section (pp . 153-170) on the 
:DRV incorporating material on Viet Minh activity
in the South in the immediate post-war period, 
the Chinese Nationalist occupation, the DRV regime 
from September 1945-December 1946, the outbreak 
of war with the French together with an overall 
treatment of Marxism. in Viet Nam and its role and 
aims today. 
Sainteny, Jean. Histoire d 1 une paix manquee; Indo­
china, 1945-1947 . Paris, . Amiot-Dumont, 1953 , 
260 pp. ,  illus . ,  maps . 
A detailed first-hand account of the 1945-
47 period in Vietnam by a French official who 
play�d a leading role in the negotiations with 
the DRV during this period. 
Sheldon, George. "Status of the Viet Namn , Far 
Eastern Survey (December 18, 1946)i0 
Account of the Viet Minh election period. 
Thanh Lu 'ong .  Histoire resume"e du .Viet-Nami. 
Hanoi, Editions en la.ngues ltrangeres, 1955,
62 pp o 
Thirty Years o:£ Struggle of the Party, Voli. I .  
Hanoi, FLPH, 1960, 102 pp .  
Historical survey of the rise of the rc·p 
up to the time of the takeover of power by the 
Viet Minh in 1945, put out by the Central 
Committee of Propaganda of the Viet Nam Lao Dong 
Party and the Committee for the Study of the 
Party' s  History. (p..lso an edition in French in  
CUL/Wason JQ929/A8v67/196oaJ 
Thompson, Virginia,- and Adloff, Richard. The Left 
Wi� in Southeast Asia. New Yoi,rk,. Sloane, 1950, 
XIV, 296 pp . ,  illus . ,  maps . Published under the 
auspices of the International Secretariat, In-
stitute of Pacific Relationsi. 
Pages 21-50 give a historical analysis of the 
Communist movement in Vietnam and of the role of 
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Wason Truong Chinho The August Revolution. Hanoi, FLPH, 
1958, 7 6  pp.
Truong Chinh, chief theoretician and former 
Secretary-General of the Lao Dong Party, describes 
the tactics and methods used by the Viet Minh to 
seize power in August 1945. 
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Union of Democratic Control. Indochina. London,
Purbrook and Eyres, 1947, 19 pp. ,  illus. 
A very superficial account of the Japanese 
occupation of Indochina and of the program put 
forward by the Provisional Government of the DRV 
at the end of 1945 by a left-wing British organi­
zation sy1npathetic towards the emergent DRV. 
United States, Department of State, 0f��ce of In­
telligence Research. Political Alignments of Viet­
namese Nationalists, by Mil ton Sacks . Department 
of State Noo 3706, Washington, D. C., 19495. 
A detailed account of the Vietnamese nation­
alist movement from its foundation up to 19495. 
While most of the material concerns the pre-
1945 period, there is also a considerable amount 
on the 1945-1949 phase. Extremely useful work, 
containing material. unavailable elsewhere. Also 
includes index of names, together with a select 
annotated bibliography. 
Vedrines, Louisol· "The republic of Viet Namtt ,
Asi�tic Review (Lonldon) ,  42 (July 1946), 283-285. 
Concerns the growth of the Ho Chi Minh 
regime.
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DS557 La Veritl sur le Viet Nam; Une &tude objective du 
V5V4 Probl�me: Des Reportages inedits sur la guerre 
du maquis� 60 documents hotogra hi ues, par
Andr e Viollis [pseud. et al. Paris,
Bibliotheque Fran�aise (1948?), 80 pp., illus o ,  
maps, bibliographical footnotes. 
Pamphlet put out by pro-Ho Chi Minh French 
syn1pathizers o Argues against the French-Vietnam 
war, and contains information on the Nationalist 
movement in Indochinao 
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Vietnam Cultural Association for National Libera­
tiono. Factual Records of the Vietnam August 
Revolutiono Hanoi, 1946, 31 pp.
Pamphlet containing a chronological record 
of the nationalist movement in Vietnam, informa­
tion on the Viet Minh seizure of power and an 
account of the abdication of Emperor Bao Daio. 
Vietnam (Democratic Republic ). One Year of Revolu­
tionary Achievement, Report to the Vietnam People 
at Hanoi, by Vo Nguyen Giapo. Bangkok, Vietnam 
News Publication, 1946, 23 pp ., illus., map � 
An address delivered by Giap, then President 
of the National Defense Council, on the mairi 
events and achievements of the first year of the 
Provisional Democratic Government of Vietnam set 
up under the auspices of Ho-Chi-Minh in September 
1945. Attempts to allay the fears of those who 
viewed the Ho Chi Minh regime as having a basically
Communist orientation, and stresses that the 
National Assembly includes members of all politi­
cal colorationso. 
Vietnam Information Service, Paris. AQhievements
of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. Paris,
Vietnam Delegation in France, 1948, 19 pp . 
Pamphlet put out by the Ho Chi Minh govern­
ment outlining th3 political, economic, and social 
achievements which the DRV claimed to have made 
since· 1945o. Put out at a time when the DRV was 
attempting to elicit world support by stressing 
the nationalist rather than the communist aspects 
of the regimeo. 
u The Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam. 
__P_ar_i_s_, Vietnam Delegation in France, 1948, 31 pp.,
tableso. 
Publication of the Ho-Chi-Minh government 
containing texts of the DRV's September 1945 
Declaration of Independence, of the November 
1946 constitution, and of Bao Dai ' s  abdication 
statementoo Also gives an analysis of the January 
1946 elections, and of the composition of the 
National Assembly broken down according to age,
occupation, sex and party affiliation. Appendix
on the organization of village communities under 
the DRV .. 
o Les elections g�nlrales et l'Assembl6e 
Nationale Constituante Vienamienne. Paris,
Editions de l ' Office do1 Informatio n, 1946 . 
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Vietnam Infonnation Service , Paris . Messages de 
paix adresses par le President Ho-Chi-Minh au 
peuple et au gouvernement fran
�
aist. Paris, 
Vietnam Delegation in France , 947t. 
o Le nouveau Vietnam en construction;_
_e -C_o_mm -nt la r�volution a triomphl de la famine,
by Hoang-van-Duc o Paris , Editions de 1 1 0ffice 
d 1 Information de la R6publique du Viet-Nam ,
19h6, 36 pp • 
• Quelques aspects du Viet-Nam nouveau. 
�P�ar-is-, &iitions de 1 1 0ffice· d ' Information de la ··
Republique du Viet�Nam, 1946 (15 pp . )  • 
• Six mois dt1 operations militaires au 
-v=i_e_t_--Nam o Paris, 1947t' 2 col o maps • 
,_. . Two Yearst' Achievement of the Viet-Nam 
_N_a_t_io-nalist Government. Paris, September 1947 , 
14 pp .
Speech given by Tran Ngoc Danh, President of 
the Viet-Nam Delegation in France in Paris on 
the second anniversary of the DRV setting forth 
the political and economic advances that the DRV 
claimed to have made in Vietnam by this date. 
Interesting in that it was issued at a period 
when the DRV was still trying to play up the 
nationalist and play down the communist aspect
of the regime . 
• Viet-Nam e s Fight Against Fascism (1940-
-1.....9-45_)_0 Paris, 1948 , 43 pp . 
DRV publication claiming that France failed 
to put up any struggle against Japan during World 
War II, while the Viet Minh maintained a con­
stant opposition to the Japaneset. [Also avail­
able in French] 
___ o Viet-Nam , republique de'mocratique, by _
Le due Nhan o Paris, &ii tions de 1 'Office 
d •Information de la Republique du Viet-Nam, 1946 
(17 pp o ) o  
Vietnam, National Defense Council . One Year of 
Revolutionary Achievement; report to the Vietnam 
people at Hanoi, by Vo Nguyen Giapt. Bangkok,
Vietnam News Publication, 19h6t. 
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Vietnam News Service, Bangkok. Vietnam, a new 
stage in her history. Bangkok, 1947 , 24 pp.
Includes Bao D,ai' s abdication statement, 
Declaration of Independence of the DRV, Ho's 
address to the second session of the National 
Assembly on October 25, 1946 , and the 1946 Con­
stitutione 
o Vietnam Defeats Faminelo Bangkok, 1951 
----C�oncerning the famine of 1945, in which some 
2 million people are said to have perished o 
Vietnam, Office de ll1 Information de la �epublique 
du Viet-Nam (Hanoi) . Les elections generales et 
l'Assemblee Nationale Constituente Vietnamienne 
(Hanoi?, 1946?). 
e Lettrel' aux amis dl1 Hanoi, by Bernard, 
_M___a__i_ce and Yvonne our Hanoi, 1945. 
Vietnam (Provisional Government), Foreign Office. 
Foreign ·polic of the Provisional Government 
of the Republic of Vietnam. Hanoi?l, 19 
(8 pp O). 
Pamphlet put out by the September 1945 
Provisional Government of the DRV calling for 
recognition by the United Nationso 
o Documents: Emperor Bao Dail1 s rescript on 
_the occasion of his abdication; Declaration of 
Independence of the Republic of Vietnam; Message 
of the Minister of Interior Mr. Vo Nguyen-Giap 
to the Vietnamese people on Independence Day. 
(Hanoi?, 1945?), 24 pp . 
• Foreign Policy of the Provisional 
_G_o_v_e_r-nment of the Republic of V�etnam o (Hanoi?,
19457), 5 pp.
- A brief statement of the foreign policy of 
the Ho-Chi-Minh Provisional. Government which it 
claims to be in accordance with the Atlantic 
Chartero 
2. 1946-1954 period 
2 . 1 .  relations with and war against France 
Association France-Viet-Namo Les propositions du 
president -Ho-Chi-Minh. Paris, '1947 , 24 pp.
Ho's proposals for peace with France 
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written at a time when he was still hoping to pre­
vent prolonged hostilities. 
Avarin, V. "The economic plight and the struggle 
for national liberation in the colonies of South­
east Asian, Soviet Press Translations, VII, No. 7 
(October 1, 1952). 
B. C. Brian Crozier • "Crisis point in Indo-
China' , World Today, X, No. 6 (June 1951+). 
Ball, W. MacMahon. Nationalism and Communism in 
East Asia. Melbourne, Melbourne University
Press, 2nd ed . ,  rev.,  1956 , 217 pp. 
One chapter is devoted to Indo-China, with 
a useful discussion on French failure to 
recognize Vietnamese nationalist aspirations 
and on the Viet Minht's  utilization of its 
leadership of the nationalist movemoent to extend 
its own following • 
Wason • "Nationalism and Communism in Vietnam", 
DS501+ -F....a_r_E_astern Survey (January 1957) • 
I59 
Wason Bidault, Jean. La paix au Viet-Nam. Paris, 1947 , 
DS550 vii, 150 pp.
B58 .Argues against dealing with Ho-Chi-Minh, 
and for a firm French policy in Indochina. 
H Borisova, A o  "Voice of the struggling :people of 
1 Indochina", New Times, 40 (October 1947 ) ,  26-29. 
N53+ Review of Vo Nguyen Giap 's  Vietnam; a new 
stage in her history. 
Brenier, H.  "La situation au Tonkin et en Annam11 , 
Cahiers Coloniaux de 1o1 Institut Colonial de 
Marseilles {May 1949). 
Wason Clementin, J. R. "The Nationalist dilemma in 
DS50l Vietnam", Pacific Affairs, 23 (September 1950),  
Pll 294-310 . 
The author of this article served in Indo­
china with the French Information and Press 
Bureau from 1945-47, and with the Associated 
Press from 1947-1949. Illustrates the part which 
the Communists and the non-Communist nationalists 
played in the struggle between France and 
Vietnam. 
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Cole, Allan Bo Conflict in Indochina and Reper­
cussions� A documentary survey, 1945-5.5 . 
Published under the auspices of The Fletcher 
School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University, 
and the Southeast Asia Program, Cornell 
Universityj Ithaca, New Yorklo Cornell University 
Press, 1956, 265 pp. , map, chronology, bibliog o ,
appendices o 
Texts of approximately 100 important docu­
ments relating to the conflict between France and 
Indochina, December 1946-July 1954. An extremely 
useful volume, particularly as it illustrates the 
widening sphere and international ramifications 
of the conflict . Also includes sections relating 
to post-Geneva developments plus appendices giv­
ing a chronology, and statistics on French 
expenditures and on U . S lo aid in Indochina o 
o o oDeniau, Roger o avec tes. defenseurs ! (Paris) ,  
Editions de la libertl (1947), 235 ppo
A French Socialist presents his views on how 
the French Union should be set up in view of the 
changing �elations between France and her 
colonieslo · Proposes that France should negotiate
with Ho-Chi=Minh to end the war. 
Devillers, Philippelo Vietnam and France. Paris,
Comite d 1 etudes des probl�mes du Pacifique; New 
York, International Secretariat, Institute of 
Pacific Relations, 1950, 51 PP o Institute of 
Pacific RelationsJ 11th Conference, Lucknow, 
India, October 3-15, 1950, French paper noo l o 
A useful survey of relations between France 
and Viet Minh from the ou·tbreak of war up till 
1950, and of the gradual hardening of attitude on 
both sides o Devillers was dur•ing 1945 and 1946 
on the staff of. Major=General Leclerc in Indo­
chi!}a and subsequent,ly served as correspondent in 
Indochina for Le Monda � 
o "Vietnamese nationalism and French 
_p_o_l_i_c
"'?
:tesn o In Holland, W o :J Asian Nationalism 
and the West� a symposium based on documents 
and reports of the Eleventh Conference, Insti­
tute of Pacific Relations, New York, 'Ihe 
Macmillan Company, 1953, 199�265 0 
French view of the period between 1946-53 ,  
including a section on Francelv s negotiations with 
the Viet Minh during the immediate post-war 
phase o 
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Dutt, Vidya Prakash. 11 The impasse in Indochina",
India Quarterly (January-March 1952)5. 
Fall, Bernard Bo  "The cease-fire in Indochina--an 
appraisal", Far Eastern Survey, 23 (October 
1954), 152-155. 
"France and Indo-China", The Economist, 158 (February
11, 1950), 303-304. 
On the extension of the "Cold War0 , Russian 
recognition of the DRV and French Support of 
Bao Dai. 
La France en Indochi e (les donnles du robl�me).  
Paris, Nouvelles itions Latinas, 19 O,  9 pp.
Brief outline of France' s  relations with the 
Viet Minh from 1945-50, together with a short 
section on the life of Ho Chi Minh. 
Guillain, Robert. La fin des illusions; notes 
d'Indochine (fevrier - uillet 1954). Paris,
Centreld' tudes de Politique trangere, 1954 , 
95 pp. , map. 
Analysis of the events of 1954 by the Asian 
specialist of Le Monde. 
Hammer, E .  J .  11 Blueprinting a new Indochinatt ,
Pacific Affairs, 21 (September 1948) . 
------ o "Indochina". In Lawrence K. Rosinger 
et al o ,  The State of Asia. New York, Knopf, 
1951, 221-2670 
"History of the war in Vietnam". In Defence of 
Peace, 16 (September 1952) , 52-59; 17 (October,
1952), 88-95. 
Isoart, Paul. Le phenomena national Vietnamien; 
de l ' indelendance unitai.re h l'lindependance fractionn�elo Paris, R. Pichon et R. Durand­
Auzias , 1961, 437 pp. , map, bibliog. 
Chapters VI-VIII deal with the rise of the 
nationalist movement in Vietnam, the seizure of 
power by the Viet Minh in September 1945, the 
1946-54 war and the Geneva partition. 
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Lacoutu�e, J ., and Devillers, Philippeoo La fin 
d I une guerre-� Indochina 19.54o. Paris, Editions 
du Seuil, 1960, 384 pp.
Detailed account of the situation that led 
up to Dien-Bien-Phu, and of France's failure to 
utilize those crisis-points in the period from 
·1945_.54 when some degree of accommodation with the 
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